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Bank,

May

1974. prior to the restoration.

"Old Lady of Third Street ", to all outward appearances, is a building
declining into an archaeological state. Time abetted by elements of climate

"America
in extremis,

1

's

and industrial contamination, has

dealt so harshly

and swiftly

with the building

's

soft

Pennsylvania marble facade that today she wears a worn grimy aspect more suitable for
a piazza in the ancient city of Rome than Philadelphia 's Third Street. The monumentality

of her faded glories would attract little attention in an age no longer dazzled by classical
piles were it not for a long and interesting history.... the building 's distinction of age
encompasses as well significant passages of this country 's finance capitalism, political
development, cultural evolution, and institutional

Embodied

in

her stout walls

is still

soundness and

life.

utility

enough

purposes akin to those that brought her into being. For. in the

to serve

today 's

moment of conception,

the

building symbolized an adventitious power of momentous consequences, newly asserted

remnant of the past is now to
become a fixture of the ages, peculiarly reminiscent of the nation 's socioeconomic
traditions. The first American financial institution to be enshrined in a Roman temple,
the Bank of the United States has become and will remain a landmark of American
in the Republic.

As museum and

interpretive facility, this

"

representational architecture.

'

Penelope Batcheler, "First Bank of the United States Historic Structure Report" 1981, Independence
National Historical Park, National Park Service.
1

Figure2.

W

Birch

&

Son hngraving dated 1798

BUILDING HISTORY OF THE FIRST BANK

1.1

Overview of the Design, Construction and Ownership

The

First

Bank of the United

well documented since

its earliest

States

is

a building which, in

Jr.

as design architect

is

respects, has

The

attribution

of Samuel

not definitive, and yet can neither be disproved (although

his status as the building's general contractor

is

undisputed); and no extant original

architectural or construction drawings have survived.

The portions of the

relevant to this study are the design and construction

methods used which have the

potential to be an influence

been

period of construction. However, there are two key

areas which remain clouded by obscure or missing information.

Blodget,

some

on the deterioration of the marble, and the

building history

site history

which

has evolved over the past 200 years effecting and changing the macro-environment of the

First

Bank.

The

narrative history

of the building

is fully

developed

in the

1981 Historic

Structures Report by Penelope H. Batcheler of the National Park Service (NPS), and in

numerous

historical

accounts of the First Bank specifically^, and of the architecture of

century Philadelphia in more general treatments.^ Following

narrative history

chapters. For a

which

more

will serve as

is

a brief summary of the

an introduction for the research

detailed account

of the history of the

18'

First

in the

Bank

succeeding

the reader

is

referred

to the cited sources within the appendix bibliography under the heading "Building and Site

History".

The

creation of the First

the federal government,

was

Bank of the United

States as a financial institution within

the result of intensive political persuasion by the Secretary of

the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton, during the First Congress of the United States. Despite

the misgivings of Representative James

who

Madison and Secretary of State Thomas

Jefferson,

distrusted the creation of a powerful, urban, capitalistic institution under the auspices

of the Federal government. President George Washington signed the Act to Incorporate
the Subscribers to the

have legal existence

Bank of the United

until

March

4,

States

on February 25, 1791. The bank was

to

1811 and was authorized to open branches anywhere

within the United States to offer general commercial banking services in addition to

performing the banking operations for the Federal government.

^

See Building

^

Ibid.

Key

& Site History section

of the bibliography for the

articles include: R.L. Raley, "Philadelphia's First

Exchange" (1984), American

full citations.

Bank

-

A

Reflection of Dublin's Royal

Philosophical Society, "Historic Philadelphia from the

Early 19* Century" (1953), Parnassus Foundation, "Money Matters,

A

Critical

Look

Founding
at

until the

Bank

Architecture" (1990), and R.G. Stewart, "Documented Facts related to the Construction [of the First

Bank]", (1957).
3

During the early years the

First

Bank was housed within Carpenters'

Hall in

Carpenters Court off of Chestnut Street. In January of 1 794 the construction of a

was approved, and by

building

the end of February 1794, a lot of land

on

the west side of

Third street had been acquired from

Aim Pemberton. By

begun on the new bank on the

of a design submitted by Samuel Blodget,

basis

the end of 1795, construction had

marble work was under the direction of Claudius Le Grand

stonework
the bank

in his

first

yard

virtues

Tenth and Market

transacted business within

scaffolding remained

On

at

Saturday,

streets.

it's

new

of the new building

who

Jr.

The

prepared the monumental

Almost two years under construction,

building

up around portions of the exterior

December

new

on

July 24, 1797; although

until

December

20. 1997.

23, 1797 the Gazette of the United States extolled the

:

"Wednesday morning the workmen at the new Bank of the United States struck their
scaflfolding, and unfolded the novel and enchanting scene of a truly Grecian Edifice,
composed of American white marble.

The entrance

to this building is

by a

flight

of nine steps through a Portico,

proportions nearly corresponding to the front of the celebrated
the Pediment

is

in its

Roman temple

at

Nimes;

supported by six columns of the order of Corinth with the decorations

at Palmyra and Rome when architecture was at its zenith in the Augustan age;
in Relievo of the same order and proportions support the principal front;
columns
ten
tympan
of
the pediment is adorned with the arms of the United States; there is one
the
centre
with windows in each of the interstices; all the ornaments are distinct,
in
the
door

they bore

graceful and appropriate, but too difficult to describe minutely without the pencil's aid."

The
classical

First

Roman

Bank, arguably the country's

first

sources (the marble front facade

is

public building facade derived from

classically inspired,

remaining three brick facades and other building details have more in

Georgian and Federal architecture), served the nation and
judged

strictly

by banking standards.

Politically,

its

however, the

common with

commercial

late

interests well if

however, the bank's directors were

incapable of satisfying the detractors within the Jefifersonian Democratic-Republican party

which had been

their

enemies since the

initial

founding of the First Bank.

By a narrow

margin both houses of the Eleventh Congress refused to extend the charter due to expire

in

181

On March 4.

1.

1811 documents were drafted to guide the former directors of the

bank on the liquidation of the business of the
allowed to expire and by

America

,

May of 1812,

institution.

The

charter for the

Stephen Girard. one of the wealthiest merchants

purchased the bank building for the purpose of creating

Many of the

bank was

banking accounts and the

staff,

own

his

including the head

in

private bank.

teller,

were retained

by Stephen Girard's Bank, and the building and business were reopened by the end of the
month. During his

first

documented

lifetime,

Stephen Girard took immense pride

architectural

and a group of Philadelphia business

men

his death in

did

many

By 1 842

for business in the First

Bank

building

Bank

new

1832.

in

state

bank

The Girard

on August 23, 1832 but

suffered, as

other financial concerns from nation wide economic panics in 1837, and 1839.

the Girard

Bank had

failed

and the building was no longer occupied.

During the Kensington and Southwark

of 1844, troops were quartered
Girard

December of 1831. His

subsequently formed a

chartered in the Pennsylvania state legislature as the Girard

Bank opened

building, the

and landscape changes, building additions, and "cleaning"

of the marble facade occurred between 1812 and
estate

bank

in his

riots in Philadelphia

at the building.

Bank was reorganized, and along with

Within

it's

between

May and

five years, at the latest

by 1847. the

successor, the Girard National

Philadelphia (formed in 1864) continuously occupied the First

Bank

July

Bank of

building until 1926.

The Girard National Bank vacated
Philadelphia

Bank

in

1926.

the building after

Unused between 1926 and 1929,

American Legion Irom January 1930

until

its

merger with the

the building

was

leased to the

June 1944. In 1945 the building began to be

used as the principal office for the Board of Directors of City Trusts. The National Park
Service acquired the First

Bank

become Independence National
title in

building while

assembhng and creating what would

Historical Park

between 1954-57.

Officially transferred in

1955, the building has been used as an interpretive center, as the

Visitors

first

Center for the Park, and more recently as National Park Service Cultural Resource

Management

offices,

and home to

their library

and archives as well as the Architectural

Study Collection.

1 .2

Attribution of the Architect

Architectural historians have had an ongoing debate

Blodget,

Jr.

as the design architect of the First

individuals and design similarities

Dublin Exchange building

seem

in Ireland

the attribution of Samuel

Bank of the United

to link the First

of an

on

A series of

States.

Bank of the United

earlier construction date.

There

evidence that Christopher Myers, an architect/surveyor fi-om Dublin was

States with the

is

in

documentary

Philadelphia

during the years before and up until completion of the First Bank. His familiarity with the

design and construction of the Dublin Exchange

may have

directly resulted in the

winning

competition design submitted by Blodget.

"

R.L. Raley, "Philadelphia's First
University Hospital Antique

Bank

Show (

1

-

A

Reflection of Dublin's Royal Exchange", Catalog

984): 70.

6

from

the

Figures. Dublin Exchange, Architect

Blodget (1757-1814) had arrived
the Insurance

-

Thomas Cooley,

constructed 1769-1779

in Philadelphia in

1789 and became director of

Company of North America. By 1792 he had become

involved in the

new

Federal City (Washington, DC), and began speculating in real estate as well as in

promoting the creation of a "national" university.

He

also entered the United States

Capitol competition with a preliminary study depicting a

porticos modeled after those of the

Maison Carree

at

tall

dome and

central

four

Nimes. Although requested by the

commissioners of the Federal City to submit revised and expanded drawings, Blodget
appears to have

lost interest

and dropped out of the competition. In 1793. he was

appointed Superintendent of Buildings to represent the Commissioners, the same year that

he

bum

Blodget 's Hotel

in

Washington, DC,

at the

(Blodget only served as contractor, hiring James

housing the U.S. Patent Office

when

building associated with Blodget

(now Market

is

Hoban

«fe

8'*'

Streets,

as design architect),

burned to the ground

the First Presbyterian

Street) in Philadelphia,

associated with Blodget, the First

it

comer of E

in 1836.

Church

( 1

NW
which was

The only other

794) on High Street

which no longer survives. Thus of the three buildings

Bank

is

the only building that

still

remains standing; as

for the remainder

led

him

of Blodget's career, ultimately

merits interest because

relative to the architectural conservation

of it's potential

workmanship used by Blodget

The term "master
architect.

The master

schemes, and reckless financing

and an obscure death^ The attribution

to bankruptcy, imprisonment,

of historical importance, but

his land

in the

builder"

was

builder

reflection

on the

quality

is,

of course,

of the building,

of the materials and the

construction of the bank.

may be

the

more

suitable

title

for

Blodget than that of

responsible for the assembling and supervision of the

various trades employed in building construction, and for the overall completion of the

work. Relative to methods of construction of the

completed construction of the bank
building

was underway by

Claypoole

's

the

fall

in

18'^ century.

Blodget and his crew

a very short period of time. Construction of the

of 1 795, and by July 26.

1

797, a news item appeared in

Advertiser.

"...it is

not yet finished but

completion. This

may

it

seems to advance very rapidly to

safely be

pronounced the master-piece of

Philadelphia, for beauty and grandeur of architecture.

The

front

is

covered entirely with elegant marble, decorated with superb specimens

of sculpture and a great piazza

is

finishing, the top of which

is

supported by marble pillars of immense size and height."

The
LeGrand

cutting, carving

finishing

of the marble was entrusted to Claudius

& Sons in Philadelphia, and while the building may have been nearing completion

by the summer of 1 797, as

employ stone

late as the spring

of that year LeGrand was

cutters, a local advertisement stipulating that "...none

experienced and sober

'

and

men to whom encouragement

will

still

trying to

need apply but

be given".

Sandra L. Tatum, Roger W. Moss, Biographical Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects: 1700-1930.,
(Boston: G.K. Hall

& Company,

1985), 76-77.

^/IwroraA^ewspoper, (Philadelphia:

May 23,

1797).

8

Figure

4.

Stone working; Finishing, dressing and sawing of rough-cut quarry stone.

By November of the same

year another LeGrand advertisement announced the

new

completion of the "...marble colormade, sculpture, carving &c. of the

Bank of the United

been completed, and

in fact

of the

works of their respective

States that they are ready to contract for any

professions..."* providing an indication that

building

most of the major marble masonry work had

by December 20, 1797 the scaifolding

itself had

been removed

altogether from the east facade.

While there are suggestions

may have been economic

influences

in the narrative history

may have

sacrificed speed

ashlar marble

Was the

^

and

that there

that the

inferior materials for

and column drums dictated by the changes

variable size and quality

in the stone

by economic concerns of the contractor? (Benjamin Latrobe

Harley

Bank

and permanence, the lack of any extant original construction documents does not

permit any substantiative conclusions to be drawn.

'

First

upon the methods of construction, and

disposition of the attributed architect

quality

of the

J.

McKee, Introduction

to

at

the quarry or

criticized the building for not

Early American Masonry. Stone. Brick, Mortar and Plaster

(Washington, DC: National Trust

for Historic Preservation, 1973), 31.

Aurora Newspaper

November

(?\\\\aAe\pW\z:

beds

30, 1797).

9

of the

Was the

paying attention to the "successive heights of the blocks nor the joint levels")

tympanum

be stone rather then painted mahogany? Were the carved

originally intended to

marble areas properly finished given the fact that Claudius LeGrand, the master stone

mason

for the project,

was more accomplished

as a

wood

carver,

experienced stone cutters and sculptors were in short supply

other east coast cities during the late

The only documents
and accounting

bills

original budget,

and

realized

when the

8'^
1

and bearing

in

mind

that

and many

in Philadelphia

century?

available to provide answers to these questions are ledgers

of materials. The construction of the bank did not stay within the
in later

building

years Blodget

commented

that his design

was compromised by making

was not

fully

the remaining three facades of

brick instead of marble. Subsequent buildings of Pennsylvania marble (The

Second Bank,

Merchants' Exchange, and Girard College), would demonstrate a more sophisticated
design vocabulary and more refined craftsmanship in working with the stone.

1

.3

Chronology of Physical Alterations

remain

The

location of the early

lost.

Likewise,

documents

many of the

to the

East Facade

relating to the construction

early building records

of the

19""

of the

century

ownership of the bank was transferred to Stephen Girard and subsequently
his death, also are

unaccounted

for.

Though

and color photographs record the bank

'

R.L. Raley, "Philadelphia's First

University Hospital Antique

Bank

Show (

1

-

First

Bank

when the

his estate

upon

graphic prints and eventually black and white

faithfixlly,

A Reflection

984): 70.
10

though

irregularly, fi-om the late

8'
1

of Dublin's Royal Exchange", Catalog from the

century to the present, maintenance records,

work

orders,

document changes to the facade remain uncatalogued,
of Stephen Girard
Service

at

material

the

in the

is in

first

when the

Historic Structures Report for the bank,

Girard Papers has been limited by two factors:

an uncatalogued collection

Hall and persons using

away irom her other

etc.. that

it

in a

.

.it is

it

archives

National Park

was noted

that

-

much of the

basement vault of Founders

must be accompanied by a

duties.

would

(if they exist), in the estate

Girard College, in Philadelphia. In the 1959,

was preparing
Research

of sale,

bills

estimated that 4

librarian, taking

man months

will

time

be

necessary to complete this research (the collection contains well in excess

of 100,000

items).'"

Recent attempts to examine the papers of the Stephen Girard Estate
College with the assistance of Mr.Tom DiFiUipo, and

at the city offices

Directors of City Trusts have not been able to provide any

maintenance or repair history of the

The
its initial

east marble facade

First

Bank

steps and central platform,

of the Board of

information on the

of the bank seems to have undergone few

significant

Girard

building.

construction. Minimal replacement stone

of original material, the most

new

at

is

to be found

among

alterations since

the vast majority

changes having taken place along the portico

where normal foot

traffic

wear and

tear have warranted

replacing of the stone as needed.

There
lips

is

historical

on the edges which Stephen Girard had removed

bank

in

built

had extending

shortly after taking ownership

of the

1811-1812. During the conditions assessment survey, a small number of

"dutchman" stones as

'"

documentation that the steps when originally

partial

replacement stones for deteriorated areas were found, but

National Park Service, "Historic Structures Report

-

1959).
II

First

Bank of the United

States" (Philadelphia:

their exact date

of installation

is

undetermined. There

of first second story marble window
and platform were

essentially reset

sill

a documented total replacement

is

from the south comer, and the

and stones replaced

if they

were

in

entire portico steps

unusable condition

during the 1974-75 restoration campaign. The realignment, replacement and repairs are

documented

Appendix IX-2 of the 1981

in

(Note: There

is

an arrow

in the

newspaper fi-agments with
between the
at the

4""

and

5"'

still

HSR prepared by the National Park

Service.

drawing Irom the appendix indicating the location where
visible dates

of 1948 were found underneath the top step

column from the south comer. The Iragments are an

very least repointing of the joints, or other masonry repairs were

indication that

made

c.1948).

Other nonmasonry changes and replacements affecting the east facade were made
for the roofline balustrade

and

railing, as

weU

as the original copper roofing (of which only

a small portion of the original remains on the north side of the portico peaked roof), and
replacement of some of the

wood

dentil

molding

details

above the entablature. The

remaining three side facades of brick have undergone changes

window
when

The west

locations.

rear facade had

in surface finish,

numerous additions

and

to the original building

the National Park Service took over the building in 1955.

Following

the First

Bank

is

that

a chronological

were found

list

in the

of typed notes

relative to preparing

National Park Service archives

at

an

HSR for

Independence

National Historical Park." (The notes were not cited to specific reference materials). They

summarize as much information as has been located through other primary and secondary
sources which mention

" Unpublished HSR.

NPS

work being performed

at the First

Archives, Historical Architects Office,

Bank, 1950's-60's.
12

Bank (though not

Box

necessarily

13, file labeled First

US-Girard

on

the east facade), or have been found in records of Stephen Girard within other collections.

Physical evidence found

on the marble and discussed

Chapter 5 could be assigned

by further analysis.

if corroborated

within a chronological period

in

MAINTENANCE/TREATMENT CHRONOLOGY of the FIRST BANK
1

81

1

June 29, whitewashing bank

-

1811- September 25. 1946 yards - 2 coats yellow, 883 yards yellow,

1820

-

1 1

5

yards -

varnishing, 25 yards

painting of bank.

3278 yards-2

-

1

coat

mahogany

coats, 145.5 yards-1 coat, 15.66

yards green-3 coats, 12 yards mahogany-3 coats, 1402 yards-sash

-

lights.

plug opened to wash bank front.

1823

-

June 21

1826

-

September 21, 72 days of carpenter work (preparing roof for

fire

slating).

1827 - September

5.

Carving an eagles head for souther[n] grate [gate?]

1827 - September

8.

Making gates

(Gatchell)

1827 - September 21 Marble work done.
.

"Why

so

much

dirt?'

done. A. Taking down steps for 15r6" lineal of new
steps, with allowance of 4'6" for extra brick laying. B. New flagging in

1828

-

Work

Marble

pavement of portico=165'6'\ C. facing over old pavement
portico=27'6". D. 1 gate sill 2'9". E. 2 door [?] - 12'6" -

at

& door lintel

cornice.

1846 -

May

16.

Bank

to be cleaned (facade) before resumption

of Girard

bank business.

1

846 - June

1

.

Brick side and rear walls painted white (city must hold

title

to building at this time)

1902 Major restoration of the
1945 -

July.

interior

and the domed

Remodeled - minor improvements
13

ceiling

- Remodeled?

@ $90,000.00

1 959 - HSR report author states "The marble is covered with an
accumulation of soot which not only lends the once sparkling facade the
appearance of a particularly dingy railroad station but also causes the

marble to disintegrate, with a consequent loss of detail
1

960

-

The

repairs are

facade

is

First

made

Bank

is

cleaned, paint

on the brick facades

on the north

to the portico lintel

in the carvings."'^

is

removed,

side, the entire east

cleaned with water and a mild detergent.

1974-1975

-

A major restoration of the First bank

preparation for the Bicentennial.

The

east facade

is

is

undertaken

in

cleaned, consolidated,

patched and coated with a water repellent treatment.
1981- Stone study conducted by

S.

Lewin, the

the study. Sampling and in situ testing

is

First

Bank

is

included in

performed but none of the

recommendations are carried out by the National Park Service.

12

Ibid.
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Iffl
Figure

5.

1865 Hexamer Map.

1-irsl

Bank

is

colored in red.

The majority of nearby

structures

were used

for industrial

and trade purposes

according to the iosurance company building classifications.

THE MACRO-ENVIRONMENT OF THE BUILDING

2.1

Changes
The

site

in

Urban Density

chosen for the

First

Bank of the United

Philadelphia, the nation's capital in 1794. Within

Row" on

was

centrally located in

two blocks from Independence Hall

the west, and the nation's busiest port four blocks

from "Banker's

States

away

to the east,

and around the comer

Chestnut Street, the First Bank was ideally situated between the

arms of commerce and government. The immediate urban area would increase
during the

IQ"'

century as the volume of shipping by

industry displaced

to

rail

and by sea continued to grow, as

commerce, and with the relocation of the

15

in density

federal

government to

Washington DC.
environment the

(Ironically, the current park-like setting

First

Bank has been surrounded by

since

is

probably the most spacious

was

it

first

constructed).

As

the

nature of the surrounding environment changed, the increasingly poor quality of the urban

atmosphere from the burning of coal and

oil.

would have an

effect

on the weathering

patterns and deterioration rates of the marble facade of the First Bank.

Many

studies have been conducted relating the cause and effect relationships

between urban airborne pollutants (especially SO2) and marble deterioration
studies

may

rates.

These

vary in their analysis of the data and offer different interpretations on the

formation of gypsum crusts, appropriate methods of treatment of the marble, or

recommendations

for altering the environment.

However, the

basic dynamics

of the

chemical reactions between the pollutants and the marble, and the resulting damage, are

universally accepted as deterioration processes. Therefore, in periods

concentrations of industrialized pollution, the hypothesis

SO2

will occur,

is

of historically higher

that increased deposition

and that the rate of formation of gypsum crusts on marble

proportionally faster and

more

will

of

be

severe.

2.2 Pollution Levels and Climate Patterns
These subjects were investigated within a report produced by the National Park
Service, Preservation Assistance Division, in September 1992 entitled Philadelphia

Merchants Exchange Conservation Strategy
'

.

The Merchants' Exchange (1832),

" William Brookover, Elaine S. McGee, Victor G. Mossotti, Donald A Dolske. Susan I. Sherwood, et.al.
Environment and Cultural Resources Research Monograph No.l. Chapter 4: "Environmental Exposure",
Appendix C: "19* Century Pollution Estimates for Philadelphia", Appendix E: "Estimating Sulfur
Deposition to the Marbles". (Philadelphia: 1992)
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designed by William Strickland

First

Bank Pennsylvania marble

is

is

located one block southeast of the First Bank. While the

not precisely identical to that of the later quarried

Pennsylvania marble of the Merchants Exchange, and though the deterioration patterns

and microclimates vary between the two buildings, the overall urban pollution

which have effected both structures since

Some of the key
in Philadelphia,

and

1

832 are

levels

essentially equivalent.

points in the report regarding historic pollution levels and rainfall

their significance

on marble

summarized below:
Annualavg.S02l|<g/cuml

«»"

deterioration causes and rates are

a

Protected areas are wet more frequently in the afternoons due to condensation, and
probably
undergo fewer cycles of wet/dry and temperature extremes.
Particles

do not

travel very far; the concentrations are

an inverse square of the distance, as a

rule of thumb.

Measurement of carbon and
be used to assess soiling

crustal particles,

and other components of vehicle emissions can
of soiling and its susceptibility

rates, as well as to identify the type

to cleaning. Further, such

measurements can

identify the relative contribution for various

types of vehicles and zones of emissions.

Spatial weathering patterns will be altered over time

due to changes

in building density

and

the relocation or demise of local industry.

RAINFALL:
There

is

a seasonal shift in stone surface wetness,

and thus

in the deposition

of sulfur

pollutants.

Contemporary atmospheres tend

a

The mean average pH of the
ranged from 4.0 -4.2

to

have more acidic

rain.

rainfall for the Philadelphia region at the

time of the study

1

The direction from which the rain storm arrives influences the rain acidity and volume.
Volume is greatest from the southeast, while acidity levels from the southwest are more then
5 times higher then from other

compass

directions.

Largest rains are out of the east, with the highest values out of the southeast quadrant.

The

probability of moisture on a stone surface

is

inversely related to sunlight exposure.

Exposure to sunlight and surface temperature differences control the evaporative drying of
building surfaces

at differential rates.

Crystalline marbles tend to suffer loss of strength as a result of temperature cycling.

''

Donald A. Dolske & Susan I. Sherwood, ''Environmental Exposure" Philadelphia Merchants
Exchange Conservation Strategy, 1992. pp.44-65.
18
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Figure

The

7.

Harmony,

Location of the First Bank relative to the Merchants' Exchange and the prevailing weather patterns.

original

purpose of the report was to demonstrate the complexity of

evaluating the Merchants' Exchange stone performance relative to exposure criteria,

variable deposition rates, moisture cycling

Additionally, further research

SO2 and other

was undertaken

pollution particulates

that affect those rates

and the

more

easily

traffic

of temperature changes.

to attempt to quantify rates

of deposition of

on the marble, and the macro/micro climate

variables

of deposition.

Sources of pollutants are typically from

from vehicular

effects

which generates

washed off the

of a gypsum (CaSo4»2H20)

stone).

NOx

The SO2

fiiel

combustion which generates SO2, or

(generating nitrates which are very soluble and

will ultimately

be responsible for the formation

crust through a chemical reaction with the calcific marble:

SO2 + CaCOj + (water/oxygen) -> CaSo4.2H20 + CO2

19

The deposition
also studied

rates as a fianction

by Feddema.

of macroclimate

in the Philadelphia

Comparing dated marble tombstones

in rural

area were

versus urban

atmospheres dimensional measurements of the stones were taken and then analyzed with
historical climatological data.

Samples were also analyzed chemically

to identify the

deposition compounds. Part of Feddemas' conclusions were that exfoliation as a

deterioration condition occurs

more

readily in urban centers

of SO2. His analysis of the data concluded

would

that there

was a

due to higher concentrations

threshold pollution level which

initiate the exfoliation deterioration condition. It is also

dissolution proceeds at a rate

which

is

suggested that granular

proportional to the level of atmospheric pollution.

While many of the highlighted points from these studies could apply equally to the

First

Bank, the microclimate of every building

is

unique. Within the broad influences of

weather patterns and changes to the buildings' immediate surroundings, the

First

Bank

possesses individual properties regarding temperature cycling, moisture, and exposure to

the elements based

on

air

movement

patterns within and around architectural features.

Other influences also need to be accounted for with each building. In the case of the

Bank, buses

idling waiting to

drop off and pick up tourists on

Visitors Center create an unusually high accumulation

3'^''

Street in front

of diesel and gasoline

First

of the

fiiel

emissions

along and underneath the front portico. (According to Phil Sheridan with the

Independence National Historical Park Public Affairs

office, while statistically there is

aberration in Visitor Center attendance in the last decade, buses were banned from

dropping off tour groups

" Johannes

J.

Volume

Number

39,

at the

Liberty Bell shrine approximately three years ago.

Feddema, "Air Pollution Effects on Marble Weathering", Publications
1

(1986):47.

20

in

Climatology

no

This change means that cxurently every bus visiting the park has to drop off and
pick up passengers in front of the First Bank).

nn

complicated to interpret due to
the observable evidence

The following

tlie

of stone

series

fact that treatment

performance must be factored into

deterioration.

of historic photographs are annotated where observable

weathering and soiling patterns are represented:

South Facade

more exposed to rain
coming from the southwest

Figure

•

One of the

North Facade
heavier soiling

9. First

Bank 1893. (INHP

earliest available

negative 9485).

photographs of the

First

Bank,

this front

view provides a comparison between the facade to the south of the

The predominant direction of
wind and rain is from the left of the photo from the southwest, resulting
in heavier soiling on the north side of the columns and the facade due
to less rain washing of the stone.
The area of the facade protected under the portico is heavily soiled due
to accretions of pollutants with little opportunity for natural washing of

portico versus that to the north side.

•

the stone by rain water.
•

Other architectural features such as the entablature also show heavier
soiling in protected areas.

22

Figure 10. First

•

Bank c.1899 (Negative 40267, Room 738

c.1899 documents the density of the
the turn of the century. The south portion of

This image of the First Bank

surrounding buildings

at

Philadelphia City Hall)

in

the facade appears relatively clean with no soiling or run-oflf patterns
visible.

The environment around

the bank

is

consistent with the previous photograph

except for the paving and laying of trolley
or railway tracks. Soiling patterns under
the entablature and heavy soiling of the

window

lintels are

observable.

columns display a variation

Some

in flute

patterns. The southern ashlar facade

still

appears relatively clean. There are no
distinguishable soiling patterns from top
to

bottom or across the facade from south

to north in this view.

This picture

thought to date prior to 19 10.

Figure

1

(INHP

negative 157.2782).

1

is

23

Figure 12. First

The

Bank October 1950. (INHP negative

16).

physical environment around the bank has changed, to a

more

exposed context and the brick side facades are still painted. Heavier
soiling patterns can be seen on the south side of the facade, the

columns show an increased variation of flute topography indicating a
loss of profiles and the pilaster and column capitals appear blacker.

Figure 12. (Detail) Loss of column flutes and the wire mesh cages

surrounding the capitals.

24

Figure 13. Geological Survey

map

indicating the location

of the Marble Hall quarry, north of Philadelphia

PREVIOUS MATERIAL & TREATMENT ANALYSES

3.1

Pennsylvania Marble

-

The

First

Bank: Geology and Petrology

In preparing a preservation plan for a conservation project one of the priorities

should be chemical and petrographic characterization of the stone. These investigations
are needed to understand the crystalline structure of the stone, and to determine the

presence of primary and secondary or accessory minerals present in order to understand

performance and potential decay mechanisms, and to allow for the design of appropriate
intervention methods. Although the value of this research

is

current architectural conservation methodology, prior to the

well understood within

Lewin study

in

1981-1984,

minimal analysis and characterization of the Pennsylvania marble was undertaken and

25

incorporated into £iny of the early studies of the buildings within Independence National

of the

Historical Park by the National Park Service. In the case

Bank, beginning

First

in

1960 with the Grant Simon Report"' through the technical studies done as the basis for the
1974-1975 treatment program, the lack of information on the physical characterization of
the marble resulted in generalized assumptions about

the marble as a

"homogeneous" stone across the

The marble used

performance and a designation of

its'

entire front facade.

for the eastern front facade

of the

First

nearby Montgomery County, northwest of the city of Philadelphia.

Bank was

No

quarried in

original

documentation has been found to conclusively determine which individual quarry supplied
the marble for the First Bank, but the earliest

possibilities to the

dates of operation limit the

Marble Hall (Hitner) quarry, opened

(Bridgeport) quarry, opened in 1795.

the Middle

known

The marble

Cambrian to Lower Ordovician age

geological formation

is

is

in

1

784; or the Henderson

located in the Conestoga formation of

in southeastern Pennsylvania.

This

a part of the eastern "marble belt" in the United States which

extends from Massachusetts and Vermont southwest through Tennessee and northern

Georgia.

Due

to variations in the appearance

marble

also

known

59"'

is

of the marble caused by trace minerals the

as Pennsylvania "blue" marble (renamed

Annual Field Conference of Pennsylvania Geologists)'^

.

Henderson Marble

Within the same quarry,

variations in composition, grain size, mineral inclusions and degrees

""

at the

of metamorphic

Grant Simon, "Report on the Preservation of the Exterior Masonry of the Buildings forming a part of
the Independence National Historical Park in Philadelphia with Particular Reference to the First Bank,

Bank and the Merchants' Exchange."
Pennsylvania Geological Society, Annual Field Conference of Pennsylvania Geologists. (October

the Second
'^

1994).
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1,

crystallization

have produced dimensional stone with uneven degrees of quality and

performance.

Henry Darwin Rogers. Pennsylvania

In 1858,

The

largest quarry

of all

is

that of

Marble

about 85°, presenting in one or two places a

than some 400 feet

in length,

and

at

the top

state geologist v^Tote:

Hall; here the strata dip to S. 20°, E.

flatter inclination.
is

60 or 70

This quarry

feet wide.

The

is

not less

greatest depth to

which the quarry has been sunk is 265 feet. At this depth were procured the blocks of
beautiflil white marble sent by direction of the State of Pennsylvania, and by the City of
Philadelphia, to the great monument at Washington. At this depth the stratum of white
marble, for which this quarry is chiefly wrought, has a thickness of this bed of pure
white stone
twenty

is

found here

and clouded white together being generally about

eight feet, that of pure

feet.... The

at a

only granular or statuary marble in this or any of the quarries,

depth of 120

feet, in

a layer of only six inches in thickness.

yellowish white colour and remarkable evenness of grain.

monument, and

for the finer architectural purposes.

It

It is

The white marble

now

sells for

is

is

of a

used for

about one dollar per

cubic foot.
Strontia. - Near Mr. Hitner's House, Marble Hall, there occurs a thin bed of very
ponderous rock, resembling closely a white crystalline marble. It contains, however, but
a moderate portion of carbonate of lime, and consists chiefly of carbonate of strontin.

The Montgomery County

quarries of marble

lie

below thick limestone beds,

are apparently massively laminated and are variably interbedded with gray dolomite beds

as thick as 12 feet.

A description of the Henderson Quarry in

"The stone

in this property consists

1934 (Miller)

states:

of interbedded coarsely crystalline white to
in parallel beds interbedded with dark

white and light blue banded or mottled marble
blue to black hard silicious dolomite.

The

strata

have a

strike of

approximately east-west

and most southern bed worked varies from 20 to 25 feet
in thickness. It is underlain by 30 feet of silicious dolomite and then the second marble
bed formerly worked is found. It is similar to the first marble band; but only 10 to 12
and dip about 60°

S.

The

largest

feet thick."'"

Thus the marble quarried
eflFectively

'*

Bank would have needed

to have

been

monitored to consistently obtain the purest bands of a white marble best suited

for building stone.

'*

for the First

Changes

in the

composition of the marble which could not be detected

Henry Darwin Rogers, The Geology of Pennsylvania, A Government Survey, (Philadelphia, 1858): 215.
Elaine S. McGee, Marble Characteristics and Deterioration. Philadelphia Merchants Exchange
Co«5ervano« Srraregy (Philadelphia: National Park Service, 1992): 13.
'
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with the eye, would have resulted in the use of building stones of differing amounts and
types of mineral inclusions, and possibly significant variations in the percentages of

calcium carbonate and/or calcium magnesium carbonate. These changes in the stone
provide the physical properties necessary for the mechanisms of differential weathering of

seemingly similar stone. Alternately, deliberate choices

may have been made

the marble for the carved areas as stone cutters tried to find the

in

choosing

most sympathetic physical

properties in the marble for sculpting of the architectural details. Deliberate or not, the

result is

an architectural facade with a variable range of stone quality and performance.

(T

LIFTING JACK

BUNKER HILL
Q.UARRY

MACH INLS

RAILWAY TRUCK

HOISTING JACK,

.

Figure 14. Quarrying machines from a marble quarry in Massachusetts,

It

First

ashlar marble. This difference

""

Harley

J.

1836.

has been visibly noticeable since the completed construction that the marble

used for carved areas of the

either side,

c.

and

in the

is

Bank

is

of a

different color

and

foliation pattern then the

apparent in the pilaster columns flanking the portico on

carved relief panels inset within the ashlar stones. Both display a

McKee, Introduction

to

Early American Masonry

(1973): 19.
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-

Stone, Brick,

Mortar and Plaster,

warmer white/yellow color and

smaller grain size visibly in contrast to the gray/blue,

coarser grained ashlar blocks. These variations

may

geological formation which will have an effect

on the stone's performance. During the

indicate inconsistencies within a

hydrothermal conditions that occur during the metamorphism of the limestone to marble,

micaceous and amphibole minerals are formed and clay and feldspar inclusions are
converted into phlogopite, tremolite, and muscovite. These inclusions can occur either

around the

calcite grain boundaries, or if more prevalent, as a

continuous layer parallel

with the foliation layers intercalated between the calcareous strata of the stone." The type

and orientation of the mineral crystals contribute to planes of weakness within the stone

which only become evident

in the

weathering patterns of the stone over an extended

period of time. Also the degree of "dolomitization" under which limestone

converted into dolomite crystals

(CaCOs^MgCOs) depends on

the presence

is

partially

of magnesium,

and the degree of heat and pressure, affecting the chemical and physical properties of the
marble.

The

list

of minerals which have been frequently reported

to be found in

conjunction with the calcite/dolomite (major components) in Pennsylvania Marble
includes: quartz, feldspars, phlogopite, graphite, pyrite, muscovite, orthoclase, tremolite,

biotite

(minor components),

iron, apatite, zircon,

siderite,

magnesite, zinnwaldite, crocoite, synchisite, zircon,

and tourmaline (trace elements).

Though many compromise 10% or

"'Edward Salisbury Dana,

A

of the

total

composition of the marble.

Text Book of Mineralogy with an Extended Treatise on Crystallography and

Physical Mineralogy, (John Wiley

"

less

& Son: New York,

Ibid.
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1926).

their presence contributes to the disparate

performance characteristics ot the stone. Not

only do the mineral inclusions contribute to physical planes of weakness,

if

they occur near

the surface of the stone, their position within the crystalline matrix often will act as areas

of accumulation of water within the adjacent pore
susceptible to freeze

structure. This moisture

then

thaw mechanisms whereby the inclusion freezes and ruptures,

detaching any surrounding stone matrix

.

The majority of minerals by percentage of composition
crystalline

is

is

typically

found to be

calcium carbonate with varying levels of calcium magnesium carbonate

(dolomite), the micas and frequently gypsum,

samples from a building to determine
to the stone in

its

its'

(gypsum

levels detected in analysis

of

mineralogical composition are not usually native

geological formation, but reflect the interaction and by-products of the

calcium carbonate

in the

marble with atmospheric pollutants).

The following information summarizes previous petrographic and chemical
analysis

of Pennsylvania marble from quarry

locations,

from the

First

Second Bank (1819) and Merchants' Exchange buildings (1832),

Bank, and from the

also constructed

Pennsylvania Marble which are located within 2 blocks of the First Bank

in Philadelphia.

A chemical analysis was made along the Henderson quarries is
results

the samples

were taken, no information was included which

"

in

detailed the testing procedure.

S.Z.Lewin and A.E. Charola,"Stone Decay Due to Foreign Inclusions".

(ICCROM:

1960-61.

a table based on zones within the formation where

Though the

were recorded

of

Bologna, 1981).
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II,

the assumption

is

24

analysis.

Sample

that

wet chemistry techniques were used to aid

in the

compositional

contemporary research of the time. Either the lack of time or money, or both, did not
always allow for the testing of these procedures and products in situ or
the actual materials over any extended period of time. Also, there

in

a laboratory on

were few attempts to

perform materials analysis and characterization prior to treatment. Therefore
methodologies were adopted which did not take the individual properties of the masonry
material into account prior to their implementation.

The
it

First

Bank was

included within

many of these

reports due to the fact that

served as an excellent test case, combining a marble front facade with three remaining

sides

of brick, and because

earliest

was

it

appeared to be

in dire

need of conservation. One of the

on the Preservation of the Exterior Masonry of the Buildings

the "Report

Forming a Part of the Independence National Historical Park
Particular Reference to the First Bank, the

in Philadelphia

with

Second Bank and the Merchants' Exchange."^^

from 1960. This report provided documentary evidence of quarries

that

were operating

and supplying marble for the banks, a summary of the buildings' condition, and made

recommendations for treatments; but attempted no petrographic or chemical analysis of
the marble.

In

for Building

May of 1973,

Technology

in

a report

was

circulated by Gerald A. Sleater

Washington, D.C.

entitled,

"A Review of the

from the Center
Subject of

Natural Stone Preservation"^'' This report reviewed causes of stone decay, maintenance,
cleaning, preservatives, testing procedures and selected field

materials analysis other then

"
^^

Grant Simon,

INHP

Preliminary Report,

two references

1973

INHP

but oflFered no specific

in the report:

Contract No. 14-10-0529-2410,

May

trials,

Archives.
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INHP Archives,

(Philadelphia, 1961).

Several types of minerals within a particular type of stone can also enhance

degradation. Magnetite, pyrite, and iron carbonate oxidize

which

volume change

results in a

that

in

the presence of moisture

weakens the surrounding structure and often

causes discoloration. (2)

Building stone,
foundation,

is

more

be a major problem

when

laid

with the bedding direction perpendicular to the

susceptible to degradation than
in

when

laid parallel.

the columns of the First and Second

This appears to

Banks of the United

States.

(3)

Less then a year

later, in

March 1 974, The

Philadelphia produced a report, "Preservation

summary and

of Stone Treatment Group held
First

of Historical Masonry Structures"" After a

introduction, the report reviews a lengthy

drawing heavily from the 1971 meeting of the

of the

Franklin Research Laboratories in

Bank

in

ICOMOS

list

of masonry preservatives,

Committee

for the Preservation

Bologna. While photographs of deterioration problems

are used to illustrate the report, and one scanning electron micrograph

is

included of a depth of penetration test of Lewin's Barium Hydroxide treatment method,

no materials analysis or
recommendations

testing protocol

for cleaning

was developed,

despite the report

making

specific

and treatment.

Other than the writing of the specifications for the restoration and conservation

of the

First

Bank

in July

of 1974 by Kenneth Eisenberg and Dr. K.L. Gauri of Universal

Restorations, and reviewed by Harold Heller of The Franklin Institute, and the subsequent

writing of the contract, no documents of materials analyses relating to those specifications

have been found to indicate that

this

type of research was performed prior to the

intervention in 1974-75 (reviewed in detail at Section 3.6).

In 1984,

Seymour

Z. Lewin,

Department of Chemistry,

New York University,

completed a study for the National Park Service, "Conservation of the Facades of Historic

"

Harold L. Heller.

INHP

Contract No. CX-4450-3-0008,

33

INHP

Archives. (Philadelphia, 1974)

Buildings at Independence National Historical Park"."

Bank was one of the

The marble facade of the

buildings included in the study. Small samples the "size of a pea"

were taken from the facade and analyzed using x-ray powder

diffraction

(XRD). wet

microchemical analysis, and scanning electron microscopy. The results of the
microchemical analysis are as follows:

Sample

First

XRD and

W-r^ tr

Ovtml iT\JU

Figure 15. Location oftheS.Lewin samples (198 1-1984).

In summarizing the material analysis of the marble

is

essentially similar in

Lewin concludes

composition across the facade and that the variations among the

marble of different architectural elements "...consist of differences
texture, not in the mineralogical composition."^' Tests

in the induration

S.

mean

particle size

of a crushed sample:

Lewin, Final Report, Section A:

6.
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and

were conducted by means of an

abrasion method with a Pfaff Hardness peirameter. Texture or grain size

using the

that the marble

was measured

SAMPLE

True,

all

of the hardest samples according to the measurements taken do occur on

column dnmis or
the wall

is

bases, however, the relationship

not directly linked.

What

is

noticeable

of the column drums or bases

is

that all

to that

of

of the samples with the highest

hardness values also have the highest percentages of calcite, and are all either from

columns or
samples

pilaster faces.

in their

Yet the

pilaster faces are not

hardness value, which

top of a foliation plane as the stone

comparable with the column

explained by the fact that their face

is

is set

is

from the

perpendicular to the ground, while the column

samples are from the sides of foliation planes due to the fact that the drums and bases are
set paraUel to the

2.

ground.

"The stone used for the column capitals and the decorative elements
above the windows is of a very fine-grained variety, that lends itself to
the sculpting

columns.

of crisp

detail,

but that

is

softer than the

marble of the

"

Since no samples were taken from capitals, their inclusion can only be assimilated
into the study

based on visual examination. Other decorative elements are softer and finer

grained then the column drums and bases according to the data, however,

some of the

samples also have among the highest levels of gypsum, generally a deterioration product

of weakened stone.
3.

"The stone that was employed for the floral reliefpanel was the finest
grained, and softest of the Pennsylvania blue present on this
facade.

This conclusion must have been drawn from visual observations since column or

pilaster capitals

^'

"

were not sampled, no carved entablature

Ibid.
Ibid.
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details

were sampled

(interior or

and the central and most detailed carved

exterior)

compare them with the
4.

relief panel

was not sampled

in

order to

floral relief panel.

The stone composing the flat wall stones of the facade

is

of an

intermediate grade: coarser grained than the carved stone, but better

indurated"

While
direction in

this is

most

likely true, again, the

which the stone

The sample mean

is

is laid,

also distorted

ashlar block. Finally,

all

hardness measurement

is

a function of the

as well as of the chemical composition and grain size.

by the

fact that

9 out of the 22 sample locations were

of the sample areas did not receive the same treatment during the

1974-75 intervention. The columns were heavily consolidated and treated with a water
repellent while the ashlar areas

repellent coating.

It

becomes

and decorative panels were only treated with the water

difficult to

evaluate the relationships between the samples

and the data since the report does not comment on
in the testing

The

methodology and

how the

treatments were accounted for

results obtained.

highest levels of muscovite and biotite appear in the samples with the largest

grain size and from ashlar blocks, indicating that the ashlar stone

same or

similar geological beds

ashlar building stone.

was quarried from

the

and that the use of that particular marble was confined to

The mineral

inclusions

would

also be a factor in the zones

of

delamination and detachment seen on the ashlar surfaces which are the top of a foliation

plane.

Lewin

(SEM)

"

also

examined the same samples under Scanning Electron Microscopy

inspecting the stone crystal structure, fractures, and the presence of treatments.

Ibid.
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The observations

are restricted by the range of samples taken, and the most critical areas

along the upper portions of the facade including the capitals were not represented.

Figure 16. Lewin

This image

SEM,

(Figure 16),

is

"flat surface", unidentified

used to show the etching and natural weathering

deterioration of the calcite grain from acidic attack.

in the report.

Figure 2 in

tiie final

Lewin

sample, 200x magnification.

report.
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No

sample number reference

is

given

Figure

1

7.

Lewin

SEM

"Plaque with

floral

wreath over third window, embedded

in

PMMA, polished, solvent eroded"

5000x magnification

Figvire 17^^

shows the gypsum

crystals

marble on the exposed surface of the stone.

"

Figure 10 in the final Lewin report.
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formed as an alteration product of the

Figure

1

8.

Lewin

SEM

The image

36

Figure 19. Lewin

"Floral wreath plaque after eroding

above shows mica grain embedded

SEM "Water repellent coat outer surface Floral

^*

Figure 16 in the final Lewin report.

^'

Figure 21

in the final

away CaCOj with

Lewin

report.
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I

M HCI" 500x magnification.

in the calcite grain.

wreath plaque" lOOx magnification

'

Figure 19 shows the 1974-1975 water repellent film on the surface of the stone,

blistering

film

is

and encapsulating the grains. The description within the report notes that the

discoloring unevenly.

The range of the Lewin

SEM photographs extends over an unknown number of

samples which represent only two architectural features, a single carved
relief panel,

and an ashlar surface.

not sampled; and column drums,

not examined under

SEM. Had

additional information

The

on

Critical areas

window

metamorphic

such as capitals and pilaster flutes were

they been included, these samples would have provided

grain size, deterioration and the condition of the epoxy resin.

fially

bear witness to the variations within the

used across the facade. Pennsylvania marble

crystalline limestone

calcite

An understanding

of the

and accessory mineral
crystalline structure

balance the classification of the marble as "homogeneous", which

data

is

obtained

strictly

is

a weakly

formed within folded geological beds, which prevented

an even and complete interlocking of the
uniform stone structure.

garland

trim and pilaster faces which were samples, were

analysis in the report does not

"essentially similar" stone

floral

through chemical

testing.
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is

crystals into a

needed to counter

may occur when the

3.2

The Merchants' Exchange Petrology and Chemical Analysis
:

No

records of any other petrographic analysis carried out on Pennsylvania Marble

in relation to the First

Bank, Second Bank, or Merchants' Exchange were found between

1984 and 1992. In 1992 a Conservation Strategy was created for the Merchants'

Exchange Building. This study brought together data from an ongoing

program of the building with research on the marble compositional
effects

climatic monitoring

characteristics, the

of airborne pollutants on deterioration, and future conservation treatment options.

The Merchants' Exchange

building

was designed by William

Strickland and

constructed in 1832-1834 with marble from the Henderson quarry. The report outlines
three characteristics of the marble which contribute to variations in appearance and

durability: 1) the

presence of inclusions, 2) the grain size of the calcite and, 3)

strongly the marble

was metamorphosed

The marble from

SEM.

the Merchants'

Light blue gray calcite

was found

(recrystallized) during

its

original formation.

Exchange was analyzed by
to be the

how

XRD examined with

dominant mineral with the grain

size

ranging from 40-1060 |im, with most in the 100-400 jam range. The calcite grains were

described as angular to subrounded in shape and are

composed of almost pure CaCOs

with trace amounts of magnesium and iron oxide. Muscovite and apatite were the

common

inclusion phases.

The muscovite occurred

as small grains 10-50 i^m isolated and

in linear clusters.

Minor amounts of pyrite, sphene, zircon and tourmaline were

^*

McGee,

W. Brookover,

E.

S.

Sherwood,

et.al.

also

Philadelphia Merchants Exchange Conservation
'

Strategy,.( Philadelphia: National Park Service, 1992): 13.
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found

.2T9JeU'

in inclusion rich areas.

Many of the

marble calcite grains were found to have a rough

etched surface. Grain boundaries were on average 5 p,m wade with some as large as 10

|j,m.

The

report summarizes the analysis by suggesting that the areas of the Merchants'

Exchange which are constructed of Pennsylvania marble have suffered more from
dissolution deterioration then the

column

the effects of chemical alterations.

capitals

of Carrara marble which show more of

The process of dissolution

is

more pronounced

in the

Pennsylvania marble because water can readily penetrate along the inclusion-calcite

boundaries and along pronounced foliation planes.

The value of this study

relative to the First

Bank

is

twofold. First,

it

provides

petrographic analysis of Pennsylvania marble quarried approximately 40 years after the

marble used

at the First

Bank, possibly from the same quarry. Secondly the study provides

a contrast or basis of comparison with the Carrara marble used for the column capitals and
the Georgia marble used for a restoration in the 1960s. Valuable in situ analysis can be

used to determine the most effective physical properties to impart to the Pennsylvania
marble

"
*°

in fiiture interventior^s.

Ibid. p.27.

Ibid. p.28.
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3.3

The Second Bank Petrology and Chemical Analysis
:

The most
from the
also

recent research including petrographic analysis

third marble building in the park, the

by William Strickland. This research

of Pennsylvania marble

Second Bank of the United

reported in a graduate thesis

is

Preservation from the University of Pennsylvania by Jocelyn

Kimmel

States, 1819,

in Historic

in 1996.*'

Three samples of spalled marble from the Second Bank were examined

in thin

Some

section and viewed in reflected light, polarized light, and cross polarized light.

sections of the sample

were stained with Alizarin Red

is

for calcite identification

and with

Trypan blue to distinguish between quartz and dolomite.

The

three samples

were evaluated as containing a groundmass of 99%, 95%, and

90% calcite with the remainder being

inclusions

which varied by sample, but included,

quartz, muscovite. orthoclase, and graphite.'*^ Additional observations included the

common direction and
level

orientation

of some of the quartz

Though

of the

crystals,

the dolomite

inclusions, the noticeable pitting at a granular

and the

was not

tight interlocking

of the

calcite grains.

visually confirmed in thin section,

when two of the

samples were tested using x-ray diffraction (XRD), results closely matched the
mineralogical classification for calcium

According to Kimmel, the

magnesium carbonate (CaMgCOj) or dolomite.

calcite replaced

with magnesium ions during metamorphosis of

the limestone into marble and the resulting dolomite crystals within the dominant calcite

matrix are the source of the magnesium detected by the

"

XRD analysis.

Jocelyn Kimmel, "Characterization and Consolidation of Pennsylvania Blue Marble, with a Case Study

of the Second Bank of the United States" August 1996, University
•"

Ibid. 8-12.
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Of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia, PA.

No

other petrographic or chemical analysis of the Pennsylvania marble

performed within

this study.

was

Laboratory testing of physical and mechanical properties and

an evaluation of treatments were evaluated on a range of samples as other components of
the thesis.

3.4 Performance as a Building Stone
Pennsylvania marble as a building stone possesses a history of regional use,
primarily in Philadelphia and other mid-Atlantic cities and towns.

As

the economics of

transporting better quality marble over longer distances improved, and the weathering

problems with Pennsylvania marble became more pronounced by the middle of the
century in earlier buildings, the stone

By the
had

was used

19"^

for architectural purposes less frequently.

1880's the remaining quarries producing Pennsylvania marble for building purposes

closed.''^

The

buildings which remain provide evidence of how the marble has continued to

weather. Standardized tests were developed in the early

9""
1

century and surviving records

of testing done within the stone industry of Pennsylvania marble demonstrate the poor
performance of the stone.
tests

Many of these

tests

performed today for masonry evaluation

specifications for

have similar counterparts
in architectural

in the

physical

conservation or as material

new construction.

For example, during the design and construction of Philadelphia's new City Hall

begun c.1875

*^

testing

Ralph W. Stone,

4""

was used

to evaluate the

masonry materials being used

Pennsylvania Geological Survey (Harrisburg: USGS, 1932).
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in its

construction. In 1882, relative to legal issues involved in the awarding of the contracts,

many of the

materials

were tested

at the

Watertown Arsenal

in

Massachusetts. The

Pennsylvania marble used for the interior courtyard had a significantly lower compressive

strength than the Lee,

MA marble used for the majority of the building. Documents of the

period contain specifications that the Pennsylvania marble could only be used in the

interior (and therefore protected) courtyard.

There was speculation, which was the source

of part of the

legal proceedings, that the stone

marble, yet

was

it

felt politically

necessary to have

included in the construction of the City Hall.

Sample No.

was known

to be inferior to the Lee,

MA

some nearby, Pennsylvania marble

As

the stone

is

no longer

in use,

sources of information and data on the weathering

and performance of Pennsylvania marble are typically only available through case studies
or within geological surveys where Pennsylvania marble has been included. This data, of
course, applies to newly quarried, unweathered stone.

When evaluating

of existing weathered Pennsylvania marble the standards become more

What

are the effects and expectations

stUl fall

if treatments

the performance

difficult to apply.

are applied to the stone and the results

below acceptable performance standards?
During the 1974-1975 intervention of the

First

marble was done by the Franklin Institute laboratories

Bank, testing of the Pennsylvania

when concerns

arose over the depth

of penetration being achieved by the consolidant treatment. Physical properties of the
stone were evaluated

when

it

to 1" in clean areas, at areas

a quarter of an inch.

Stone type

was determined

of heavy

that although the consolidant penetrated

soiling, the

up

depth of penetration was approximately

As

a point of comparison, the following chart gives the strength classifications of

major stones on the basis of uniaxial compressive strength.

Term

3.5

Documented Campaigns
Like

many

of Cleaning

historic buildings, the First

and Treatment

Bank has

suffered alternately from extended

periods of near total neglect, to periods of well intentioned frenetic interventions.

of these periods causes the greatest damage

The

material history

is

open

of the masonry of the

some of the most important decades of it's

to debate.

First

Bank remains unclear through

existence. While early references to

maintaining and cleaning of the building up until 1830 do exist,

records

this

may be

is

unknown. Documentation from c.l840

how comprehensive

to c.1940

time period that the building attained the age (60-75 years),

constructed of Pennsylvania marble are

levels

Which

known to have begun to

of deterioration through loss by detachment along the

is

when

rare,

and

it

is

such
during

other buildings

experience dramatic

foliation planes

and loss and

dimensional break out of larger pieces of stone (Second Bank. Girard College). Thus, the
building emerges from this relatively

column and

pilaster flutes,

and heavy

undocumented period with observable
soiling

of carved

areas. (Refer to Figure 9

1893, Figure 10 from c.l 899, and Figure 11 from 1910).
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losses to the

from

Figure 20.

INHP file photo,

1947, "Prior to development" Neg. 2143A-47,

In contrast to the roughly 100 year period of poorly

the National Park Service

more

intrusive,

assumed stewardship of the building

INHP

Archives.

documented
in

1955,

history,

when

weU documented,

and more frequent restoration campaigns were implemented

at the First

of the balustrade,
Bank. In 1960, a program to inspect, repair and restore portions
roofing, gutters, cornice and

walls

was

tympanum and

to apply a silicone preservative to the brick

initiated.

51

campaign December 15, 1960.
Figure 21 Scaffolding in place for restoration

INHP

negative 6924A.

.

system was removed from the
During the course of the work, a wire bird cage
portico columns and

it

was discovered

that the lintel

on

the north side of the portico

of the pUaster where the
cracked and resting only on the column capital
ashlar facade.

comer column.
lintel

met the

A brick load bearing pier was built at the main wall in the interior

portico and a steel

marble

lintel

beam was

to the steel beam.

lintel

of the

pier and the
placed above the lintel resting on the brick

A "Box Lewis" device was used to transfer the weight of the

projecting marble

was

to the

An existing

diagonal bar

main building

wall.

52

was

unsupported

utilized to tie-in the

Figure 22. Vertical erack where portico
Figure 13. Original iron

The remaining

tie

removed the

fire-skin

silicone "SUaclear"

meets the facade
lintel.

brick facades of the First

painted were treated with an acidic

also

lintel

bar to help support portico

wash

to

INHP negative

INHP negative

1

57-1 546.

157.341.

Bank which had previously been

remove the

paint. Unintentionally, the

of the brick exposing the softer underlying matrix.

was then applied

Figure 24. Scaffolding

in

to the brick surface beginning in

place on east and north facades. April 5,

53

1

A GE

September of 1960.

96 1 INHP negative 7036A.
.

wash

By the

Spring of 1961 the project was

place (Figure 24).

soiling

in

progress and scaftblding remained

relatively clean facade south

and spray run-off on the north side of the facade,

comer from
pattern

Note the

still

particularly right

around the

the scaffolding along the north side of the building. Also note the

on the

fronts

east wall

rundown

of some of the portico columns. The completion report for work

(Order B-1 1-IND, Fund Symbol 14X1035) states

The

of the portico versus the heavy

was cleaned by

that:

the Park's day labor force.

The

first

part of

The water
was followed by pressure steam and detergent cleaning. Care
was taken to avoid damage to the carving and decorative stonework,

the treatment being a thorough soaking and rinsing with water.

treatment

therefore scrubbing and abrasives

were avoided.

in

The cleaning was completed

the

week of September

28, 1961

.

As

the next archival

photo (Figure 25) demonstrates, the cleaning of the building was superficial and not
effective uniformly across all areas

same locations as

in

of the facade. Streaking patterns are

still

evident in the

1960-61. and along the entablature, closest to where the work on the

cornice and pediment took place, heavy soiling patterns stiU remain visible on the stone

surface.

Scaffolding

additional

included

work on

in

unchanged

would appear

photos along the front portico again

in

the pediment and cornice, but no mention of the marble

descriptions

until the

in

of the work performed. The building would remain

1

967

masonry

The 1974-1975

Restoration of the First

Figure 26. During consolidation, April 9, 1975.
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INHP negative

Bank

157.4226.

is

essentially

comprehensive restoration plan of 1974-1975 was begun.

3.6

for

A decision was made by the National Park Service to undertake a conservation
program of the marble facade

in

of the

The

interior

of the

building.

conjunction with an overaU preservation and restoration

entire effort

is

well documented within the

Independence National Historical Park (INHP) archives, although no

articles

on the

intervention have been published.

In retrospect,

all

of the

available information confirms that there

consensus that "something" needed to be done. Previously,
titled "Historic First

was

Bank

Crumble" appeared

October of 1 972, an

it

of the

Bank was

in the Philadelphia Inquirer,

several years away, having been put off several times to tend to

other projects like the Second Bank. In the article, according to Craig Morrison,

architect, the

until they

NPS

Second Bank, along with the Merchants Exchange were deteriorating as well

were cleaned and treated with a silicone-based water

some of the aging

was

repellent

which warded oif

process.

However, every step
the "clock

article

possible to "pick loose stones out of the wall". But that any restoration

noting that

First

Starting to

in

was a

in the

1974-1975 campaign was taken

ticking" as the Bicentennial celebration

drew

briskly,

aware

that

closer and closer. Technical

reports preceded the writing of specifications, sample treatments were done prior to

beginning overall treatments, and in progress monitoring and testing of the treatments

performance were

all

organized within a sequential, logical methodology. The preservation

plan that seemed succinct and manageable in theory, however, unraveled quickly

implementation.

Jack Hurst, Philadelphia Inquirer,\972.
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upon

The

architecture firm

was Day

8c

Zimmerman, who

in turn

worked with a

preservation consulting firm Universal Restoration, Inc., and a general contractor.

P.

Agnes,

Inc.

K.L. Gauri was a consultant for Universal Restoration on the project and

much of the independent
Institute Laboratories.

testing

was conducted by Harold

The key personnel within

the

Heller with the Franklin

NFS on the

project

were Penny

Batcheler, Fred Spencer and Sally Sweetser.

Following

is

a

summary of the

design, progress, and difficuhies encountered

during the 1974-1975 restoration''^:

•

Universal Restoration, Inc. (URI) wrote the specifications for the
contract. Included within the specifications

were recommendations

cleaning, consolidation and patching using their patented Dekosit

system.

The firm was then awarded

for

IF"

the contract although technical

reports by Harold Heller in 1973-74

recommended

evaluating other

treatments including water repellent siliconates similar to those used on
the

Second Bank

method of Direct

in 1972, poly-n-butyl-methacrylate.

Precipitation

of Barium

Sulfate.

suggested as a "possible second choice" with
the fact that the "breathability of the stone

•

is

its

and the Sayre

The URI system was
use restricted due to

greatly reduced".

At the time, no one had the vocabulary or the experience to function
across the various disciplines of the project. This role today would be
filled

by the architectural conservator. During the restoration, almost

every procedure specified for cleaning, consolidating and patching
repairs

had disastrous

hydro-silica cleaning

*''

results

when

first

attempted. The PSI of the

method was too high and removed the surface of a

Penny Batcheler, Historic Structures Report, 1981: Appendix VI.
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portion of the entablature.

The

fragile nature

of some of the stone

when

surface could not be cleaned without preconsolidation. which

applied tended to bind the soiling under a surface film so strongly that

it

could not be removed, yet did not achieve a deep enough penetration to
serve as an acceptable final consolidant.

coloration

was

The patching

material

incorrect and had to be altered 2-3 times across the

facade to match the varying marble color. The formulation of the water
repellent coating

produced a glossy sheen on some areas of the

building.

Figure 27. Areas of damage from hydro-silica cleaning

November

Eventually, the National Park Service

22, 1974.

was forced

INHP negative

to

1

57.2908.

assume the

role

of

the conservator in order to try and insure that an appropriate level of

awareness was present on

site

as the

always go smoothly, as indicated

from

Sally Sweetser to

in

work
a

memo

Penny Batcheler:
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progressed. Things did not

from January

7,

1974

As of this
futility

work

afternoon's conference on the front of the First Bank,

I

am

convinced of the

of continuing the present course of wort; on the consolidation and cleaning. The

is random, and hardly what would
While a process is being questioned in one area it is
being continued elsewhere. Containers are not marked as spaced, et.al. The demeanor of
is

staggered. Spots for "testing" methods

normally be considered sample
this part

I

would

size.

of the First Bank project

like to

recommend

is

that the

confusion.

work be stopped immediately,

until the

team of

Harold Heller, George Wilman, URl and yourself could determine the best cleaning
process for each element of the facade (weathered and unweathered sides). Only

program has been established should the remaining work be finished under

when

careftil

supervision...^*

Figure 28 Northernmost portico column,

damage of flutes caused by

impregnated with epoxy consolidant while

URl

still dirty.

INHP negative

^*

Memo,

Architects Office,

Box

12,

INHP

Archives.
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repaired

157.4228.

hydro-silica cleaning after stone

damage with epoxy composite

was

stone.

a

•

The

was

project

initially

thought of as a "restoration" that would

structurally preserve the stone while restoring the appearance

deteriorated areas of loss.

was

revised,

many

As

the

work progressed,

of

the thought process

areas were only to be restored in the sense that

protective watersheds were to be added to areas of loss, but entire

missing profiles would not be recreated with composite materials.

•

When
fact,

it

was

be the

require

some

realized that the preconsolidant in

final consolidant,

some

areas, would, in

or that the composite patches would

UV protection to prevent them from turning yellow, or that in

areas the water-repellent coating alone and in combination with

the preconsolidant

transmission;

it

was completely

was too

sealing the stone eliminating vapor

late to reassess the

methods used, and minor

modifications to correct treatment formulas or methods of application

were

all

that the pressing timetable

r:

would permit.

An

internal talk presented at the

Denver Service Center Historic Preservation

Training meeting in January of 1 976 about the project

Case Study of the
Experience"^''.

First

The

Bank, Philadelphia

-

was

titled,

"Masonry Preservation

A Case Study to Learn from our

talk cited 6 critical factors

which created many of the

difficulties for

everyone involved with the restoration:

1

"Crash" program for conservation. The need for more evaluation and
testing prior to implementation.

2.

Architects not prepared, no chemistry, no experience. Unable to write
specifications for contract

documents

in time allowed.

3.

Architects not prepared for supervision.

4.

Cleaning by contract means time and

money govern method. When we

turned our backs up went the pressure, flooded street and basement,
they wanted quick results. Never tried the safer of the 4 methods

allowed in the contract specs.

5.

Know the

long term qualities of the process and

irreversible. After 41

6.

if certain

choices are

days everything turned yellow anyway.

Specifications did not include maintenance data as a requirement or

record progress of contract with photographs.

The following

chart summarizes the cleaning and treatment

materials used during 1974-1975:

" [NHP Archives.

Architects Oflfice,

Box

12.
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methods and

Procedure

In

1

restoration

the article

remains

976 the only attempt
of the

First

any research or

results

from the

written by K.L.Gauri. Presented as a case study,

to the National Park Service for

ESTHP archives^". Heavily edited

never published. The

it

Bank was

was forwarded

in the

at publishing

article objectively points

in

comments, and a copy

March of 1976,

the article

was

out what did not perform well,

how

happened, and what the resulting condition was that the treatment films created

on

the stone surface. This objectivity, seemingly

was

critiquing the failures

of a project

others at the time that Gauri

for

removed from the

fact that

Gauri

which he was the consultant, seemed to

was attempting

to defend the process, but absolve

himself from the responsibility of the failures which occurred during the cleaning

and application of the treatments. The

tombstone conservation project

in

last

section of the article describes a marble

which epoxy impregnation was used. The sole

purpose of its inclusion does seem to be to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
treatment

if properly

implemented.

Charles Selwitz mentions the First

article for the Materials

Bank

project in passing within his 1991

Research Society, "The Use of Epoxy Resins for Stone

Consolidation". In annotating projects completed in the United States he states,

"There were two notable

failures, the

U.S. Mint in San Francisco, a sandstone

building treated in 1975, and a bank in Philadelphia,

marble were consolidated

'"

in 1974.

where sections of

Gauri claims that these were the

"Conservation of the First Bank of the United States, Philadelphia:

Archives.
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A

failing

first

two

Case Study", Box

12,

INHP

projects he undertook and failure occurred in each case because he did not properly

prepare for getting deep penetration."

The

First

Bank has not been

revisited with regards to

any conservation

measures since the 1974-1975 restoration except for the previously mention Lewin
report of 1981-1984.

A new bird netting system and a "hotfoot" bird repellent

chemical treatment were installed, but no documentation has been found to date

when this

preventive maintenance took place.

netting system

was removed

in July

of 1997

(It

in

should be noted that the bird

order to be able to conduct the

Conditions Assessment Survey and testing for this thesis).

At

this point in

time the marble facade has weathered 22 years with the

range of treatments applied during

this "restoration".

The appearance of the

marble, partially stained with epoxy-consolidant which has yellowed, soiling

permanently trapped under the (pre)consolidant, and casting a glossy reflectance

from the protective coating has been an aesthetic

failure in the

eyes of many

people. This perception has hindered our appreciation of the physical integrity

which the building has maintained
losses

-

there have been no

of the marble since 1974-75. But now, as cracks

predicted peeling

away of the

brittle

do next

will

be asked once again

start to

appear, as the

preconsolidant film exposes fresh stone, and

as the most weathered surfaces once again

to

documented catastrophic

show

at the First

64

granular loss the question of what

Bank.

December 1974.
Figure 30. Sculpted relief panel before cleaning and treatment.

treatment. April 9. 1975.
Figure 31 Sculpted relief panel after cleaning and
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INHP negative 157.4228

INHP negative

157.4229.

Figure 32. Survey

in progress,

July 1997

nONDITIONS ASSESSMENT SURVEY

4.1

Survey Methodology and Objectives
The goal of the conditions survey

is

to provide a detailed report

which

reflects the

to afford a tool for
current conditions of the stone and the previous treatments, and

patterns and mechanisms. In
diagnostic analysis of the stone and treatment deterioration

its final

monitor stone
format, the survey creates a baseline set of information to

interventions
weathering rates, and to anticipate the need for conservation

Bank.

It

was

also a goal

of the project to incorporate

into the structure

at the First

and methodology

terminology to allow
of the conditions survey a standardization of procedures and
within Independence
repUcation of the survey methods for other marble buildings

National Historical Park.

Based on examples of previous surveys conducted during
University of Pennsylvania

field

schools at the

(Mesa Verde, and Casa Grande National Monuments),
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the

work of other

architectural conservation professionals (Fitzner,

proposed standards of international conservation organizations

NPS), an

analytic set

Bums,

Letellier),

and

(NORMAL. ICOMOS,

A second

of masonry conditions to be recorded was developed.

list,

of treatment conditions for which there were few prior examples to draw from, was
created to record the condition of the previously applied treatments.

conditions were refined and tested in the

field,

code and pattern each condition to insure

Once

the

lists

of

a graphic lexicon was established to color

that they

would be readable once incorporated

onto the survey sheet.

Before beginning the actual survey,

were not consistent enough

it

was determined

in detail to serve as baseline

conditions. Previous photos taken photogrammetrically

was done

in 1992,

though precisely

dimensional views (the columns

survey.

A new set of

measurement placed

rectified

in

rectified, did

in the

photographs

images on which to record the

when the Merchants' Exchange

not provide enough details, or

round, for example) to serve as a basis for the

photographs with a scale indicator of a known

each image were taken.

Two

dimensional ashlar stones of the

facade were recorded with single images, dimensional areas,

windows) were photographed

that existing

at different

columns, capitals,

(i.e.

angles to include every face of an object.

The photographs and conditions survey were performed over a

three

month period

during June, July and August 1997. At the time of the survey, small loose areas of

disintegrating and detaching stone

additional observations

were collected as samples for

later analysis.

were recorded on a survey sheet attached

would include information on

soiling patterns, the direction

67

to

Also, any

each drawing. (These

of the inclusion

veins,

evidence of previous core sample locations, unique conditions due to attached fixturing or

hardware,

etc.).

Survey sheets were then collected into binders,

architectural feature. Figures 33-36

that

were subdivided by

which follow are copies of the information sheet and

condition definitions which were used for the survey at the First Bank:

Figure 33. First Bank photographed in 1976 after the restoration was completed.'"'

"*

William D. Leavitt,

ed.,

"Today's Plaster System Preserves Yesterday's Design" Form and Function,

Issue 1(1976): 11.
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FIRST BANK OF the UNITED STATES
National Park Service/University of Pennsylvania

Summer 1997

ARCHITECTURAL CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT SURVEY FORM
Photo CD/Disk Number

Frame No.

Date

Location on the building

Listing of conditions

recorded for

Sample taken: Yes
No
Describe location and condition

Field Tests Performed:

this sector:

#
Photo #
of the area where the sample was taken:

Yes

Sample

ID

No

Describe test and results

Comments on observed

potential

causes of weathering:

(Figure 34. Conditions Survey Sheet Used for the First Bank)
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Conditions Assessment Definitions - Masonry Conditions
First Bank: Stone Conditions Overlay
The following
is

guidelines have been used given the parameters that the building facade being investigated

uniformly constructed of a single stone type: Pennsylvania Marble (sometimes referred to as

Pennsylvania Blue Marble), from the same geological formation. Additionally, as evidenced by the First

Bank and
best,

choice.

was adequate at
was quickly supplanted as a marble building stone of
seen on the First Bank can also be seen in these other buildings

other buildings in the Philadelphia area, the performance of this building stone

and as other marbles became

Many

available,

of the weathering patterns

it

of approximately the same period (Second Bank, Merchants Exchange, Girard College Founders Hall,

Montgomery County Courthouse, Atwater Kent Museum, and the Philadelphia Naval Home).

Conditions and Features to be Recorded
•

Architectural Features

-

Such as molding

profiles, doors, carving details, light

fixturing, brackets, pins etc. outlined to distinguish

them from masonry conditions and

features.

•

Masonry

Joints

-

Highlighted and assigned a graphic symbol or color to distinguish

the following categories:

•

-

Deteriorating mortar, partial loss and powdering, in need of repointing

-

Missing mortar, total loss of pointing mortar, open exposed joint

Cracks

-

masonry

Fissures or linear discontinuities in the

material, categories to

include:
-

Cracks deeper then

.5",

wider then

.5" inch

-

Cracks

.5" to .25" in depth, .5" to .25" in

-

Cracks

less

width

then .25" in depth, less then .25" in width

•

Active Granular Loss

•

Active flaking Loss

-

-

Sugaring, loss of grains Irom the stone surface.

Areas of the stone where grain clusters are detaching from the

stone in small flaking patterns from the stone surface.

•

Active Contour Scaling Loss
foliation planes

-

Loss of stone

in

a scaling pattern reflective of the

of the marble. Almost always found only when these planes are parallel
Loss results in the formation of an uneven scabrous surface

to the stone surface.

texture to the stone.

•

Active Dimensional Loss from Erosion

-

Areas of past loss which are active and are

creating rounded profiles or shallow convex indentations in the stone.

pattern

is

indicative

of grain-to-grain or flaking
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The weathering

loss as the mechanical property

of

granular dissolution, but the
patterns

•

on

amount of lost stone

in

excess of prevailing weathering

similar stone features.

Active Dimensional Loss from Detachment
resulted in a dimensional loss
foliation structure

•

is

of stone

in

-

Multiple scaling loss which has

a perceivable pattern which

is

induced by the

of the stone.

Active Dimensional Loss from Breakout

-

Loss of compact stone fragments from

the prevailing surface or profile.

•

Inactive Granular Loss

-

Evidence of a sugared stone surface which

is

no longer

active (due to a protective treatment).

•

Inactive flaking Loss

-

Areas of the stone where grain clusters were detaching from

the stone in small flaking patterns close to the stone surface which are no longer active

(due to a protective treatment).

•

Inactive

Contour Scaling Loss

-

Prior loss of stone in a scaling pattern which

longer active due to a protective treatment, but

is

indicative

of the

is

no

foliation planes

of

the marble. Almost always found only when these planes were parallel to the stone
surface. The existing stone surface has an uneven scabrous surface texture.

•

Inactive Dimensional Loss from Erosion

-

Past loss which created rounded profiles

or shallow convex indentations in the stone. The weathering pattern is indicative of
previous grain to grain or flaking loss due to the mechanical property of granular

The amount of stone which was lost is in excess of prevailing weathering
patterns on similar stone features, but is no longer active (due to a protective
dissolution.

treatment).

•

Inactive Dimensional Loss from
resulted in a dimensional loss

Detachment

of stone

the foliation structure of the stone, but

-

Previous multiple scaling loss which

in a perceivable pattern
is

which was induced by

no longer active (due to a protective

treatment).

•

Inactive Dimensional Loss from Breakout

-

Historic loss of compact stone

fragments from the prevailing surface or profile that has remained isolated and

is

no

longer active, possibly (due to a protective treatment).

•

Salt Deposits

-

Noticeable discoloration' s or white clouding from salt-laden water.
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•

Black

Gypsum

Crusts

-

Hard black

crusts,

pollutants altering the exposed surface

•

Soiling (removable)

-

which have formed from atmospheric

of the stone.

Levels of accumulated

dirt

and pollutants on the surface of the

marble which could be expected to be reasonably cleaned by appropriate cleaning

methods without damaging the

•

Incrustation

-

of inorganic or

•

stone.

A build up of surface deposits adhering to
biological, (or a

Biological growth

-

the stone that are

composed

combination of both) accretions.

Organic deposits of microbiological agents or of mosses, lichens,

etc.

•

Evidence of Insect or Animal Activity

-

Insects, birds or rodents

whose presence

would hasten the deterioration of the masonry.

•

Masonry Color Change

-

A staining or discoloration related to

fimction of the marble composition
features

(i.e.

(i.e.

trace minerals), or

iron brackets or pins, copper roofing, etc.).

soiling that

The color change

category would not include color changes due to prior treatments.

(Figure 35. Stone conditions defined.)
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is

a

due to architectural
in this

Conditions Assessment Definitions - Masonry Conditions
First Bank: Treatment Conditions Overlay
The following guidelines have been used

to record

known

treatments which can be detected by their

physical appearance on the stone surface, and/or based on historical documentation from archival sources.

Conditions and Features to be Recorded
•

Filled

Cracks Less then .25"

have been

•

Filled

filled to

-

and to provide structural support.

Deterioration stress cracks within the stone which

prevent water ingress and to provide structural support.

Patched or Filled Loss of Surface
in

•

Deterioration stress cracks within the stone which

to prevent water ingress

Cracks More then .25"

have been

•

filled

-

-

Application of composite repair materials to

fill

or build up water sheds on recessed areas of loss on the stone.

Treatment deposits

-

Areas of chemical discoloration from applied treatment

products which remain as staining films on the surface of the stone.

•

Dutchman Replacement
with similar

like

-

Small sections of stone that have been completely replaced

stone and secured through mechanical means, mortar, or adhesives.

•

Complete replacement

•

Soiling

-

Total replacement of a stone feature with

bound under Consolidation

-

new

stone.

Accumulations of soiling particulate entrapped

imder a consolidant coating and therefore unable to be safely cleaned or removed by
traditional cleaning

•

Detachment of Composite Repair
break

•

methods.

down

Composite

repair patches

which are beginning to

along the feathered edges and detaching fi-om the stone

Disintegrating Composite Repair

due to the

-

failure

of the binding

-

resin

in flaking sections.

Composite repair patches which are decaying
resulting in granular loss of the aggregate marble

(and other) composite particles.

•

Flaking Loss of Water Repellent Film

-

The breakdown of the protective

stone surface by peeling flakes.
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film

on

the

•

Sampling Locations

-

Marked

known to have taken samples
•

Cleaning Loss

-

locations

where current and previous researchers are

or conducted

tests.

Sections of the facade that were

cleaning treatment in 1974-75 which

was

damaged by a harsh

abrasive

halted after only a small location

was

completed.

•

Damage

or Soiling due to Bird Protection Methods

bird netting systems

have been

drilled into the stone, or

-

Areas where fasteners from

where incrustations and

chemical deposits are excessive due to gel coating repellents.

(Figure 36. Stone and Treatment deterioration conditions definitions used for the survey.)
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The

rectified

photographs would serve as an image archive of the building stone

and future

for present

the conditions,

it

Using the photographs as a visual foundation for recording

studies.

was decided

that only

by hand recording personal observations could the

desired level of detail and interpretation be achieved..

collected the choice

the

maimer

in

of presentation and the

which the processing

The methodology used
executing a conditions survey.

is

Once

specific requirements

final project

drawings

was

of the project dictated

accomplished.

to create the drawings

is

the

most

component

flexible

in

a flmction of the questions being asked, available time

It is

to process the data and the physical or financial restrictions

form the

the survey information

will take.

which

all

help determine what

The recording of the data phase

opportunity for customizing the system used to

suit

offers the best

unique circumstances of the

the

site,

type of conditions, or the personnel of the project.

In the case of the First Bank,

it

was decided

that the quantity

of conditions being

recorded, at such detailed levels, would be difficuh to view in one comprehensive

architectural drawing. Instead,

one drawing would be produced with just the active

deterioration conditions rendered,

which would allow the National Park Service to

monitor these key areas of the facade. This drawing would also be a tool by which to
interpret current deterioration condition relationships across the entire facade. Additional

sets

of drawings would be created for each architectural element (columns,

windows,

steps, portico floor, etc.).

These drawings would be produced

as the facade drawing so that in the lliture

drawings into one complete

unit,

it

if there

would be

was

at the

same

the need to reassemble the

possible to
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pilasters,

do

so.

scale

iilT

.-,

There were two
rather then

east side

subject

distinct

advantages

in

one of the other marble buildings.

doing

this

First, the

kind of survey at the First Bank,

marble was only employed on the

of the building; the other three sides of the bank with brick facades were not the

of this study (though

and a foundation

all

three sides have marble lintels and

sills at

level coursing

of the Pennsylvania marble). Also,

in 1992, a

the windows,

photogrammetric survey was performed of the east facade. The drawing produced from
this

survey was extremely precise. Between this newer drawing and existing

drawings

it

was not a focus of this study

drawing of the entire facade. Rather,

to provide a

this

photogrammetric drawings as the base

newer more precise

study was able to

line

HABS

architectural

make use of the

facade drawing, with the conditions survey

graphics layered and scaled to this drawing. Photographic image details could also be

imported into the drawing where needed.

When the

AutoCAD

conditions were being inputted, (photographic

were imported

into

Release 14, an architectural drawing program and the conditions recorded on

top of the images),

was

files

it

became obvious

either inactive (evidence

that the vast

number of conditions being recorded

of previous stone deterioration

stUl successfully

being

preserved by the existing treatments), or previous treatments. The sheer volume of these

two categories began obscuring more important, though

quantifiably smaller conditions

which were active or showed evidence of newer surface

soiling deposits.

lexicon

was adjusted

for the drawings based

inactive. (Figure 37). Initially colors

together, so that

all

on

severity

of condition type and

and symbols had been used to group

of any one type of condition could be
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The graphic

like

active vs.

conditions

visually perceived together.

(This

may

still

prove to be the best system for untreated buildings). The treatments

performed on the

First

Bank,

their eflfects

determine to what extant they were

still

exasperating a deterioration condition

function of a decay mechanism.

Once

and influences on the stone, and the need to

providing a measure of protection, or were

made

the primary criteria active vs. inactive as a

the activity level

was

identified, subsets that

function of deterioration condition type were placed in the hierarchy.
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vs.

Inaaive hierarchy.

4.2 Review and Interpretation of Data

The

visual survey

was

interpreted qualitatively and quantitatively to investigate

cause and effect relationships between the observed deterioration patterns, the stone
properties, environmental weathering factors,

analysis

process.

of conditions surveys

Though

is

a relatively

and

new

historical evidence.

The

quantitative

extension of the graphic recording

Fitzner and others" have published articles that have performed data

manipulation of surveys to determine the number of stones, or square foot calculations of
conditions, for example, these analysis have had to necessarily influence the

methodology

of the recording process because data management program applications have

typically

not offered a smooth translation into a graphic applications. The development of GIS

(Geographic Information Systems) software has begun to offer

possibilities for integrating

database tables and active querying of these databases based on a graphic interpretation of
the quantitative analysis assembled into a series of meaningfiil relationships.

These transitions are
recently published article

Memorials, existing
into a format that

fit

on

still

not as smooth as one would hope however. In the

the recording system used at the Lincoln and Jefferson

AutoCAD (Computer Aided

Design) drawings had to be reworked

within the application structure of the

alteration reduces the flexibility to manipulate a layering

ArcView GIS program.

system within the drawing and

hinders the ability to translate the drawing into an accessible

applications.

'^

Kyle

Joly,

should also be recognized that

Tony Donald, and Douglas Comer

Conservation

"

It

at

GIS programs

file

for other architectural

are inherently

"Cultural Resource Applications for a

the Lincoln and Jefferson Memorials"

Ibid.
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This

(CRM, Volume

two

GIS

21. No.2, 1998).

-

Stone

dimensional, and offer few options

if a

three dimensional approach

is

better suited to a site

or structure.

The

First

Bank survey was produced

primarily within a

two dimensional format

although experimentation with three dimensional modeling and morphing imaging

programs were tested and seem to

offer the potential to allow deterioration conditions to

be represented dimensionally.

also possible with civil survey hydrology applications,

civil

It is

engineering test load programs, and natural lighting software to create dimensional

models on a computer
stress load analysis,

that could run simulations

and deterioration loss rates

of environmental weathering conditions,

if the

appropriate data and parameters can

be formulated and correlated across the application platforms.

The
inactive

First

Bank drawings

are to be used as a graphic, analytical tool to separate

and active conditions, to

deterioration and to assess fijture conservation needs.

conditions in a

in the fiiture,

method which

and

in a

The following
complete

set

Note: Appendix

They

B

effectively record the

simple to interpret, flexible enough to alter or be added to

format that

is

accessible to

most

architectural practices.

charts represent the databases which wUl be associated with the

of drawings.^"* Each key architectural element,

to information
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is

imminent

identify weathering patterns, to predict

on conditions recorded

in the

will

be coded and referenced

drawings.

contains exaitiples of the drawings produced for the Conditions Assessment Survey.

limitations within a traditional thesis document, the complete set

of drawmgs

is

not included here.

A

fiill

Due

to size

size set

and presentation

of plotted drawings

archived at Independence National Historical Park, and the University of Pennsylvania Architectural Conservation Laboratory.
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will

be

Architectural Feature

Architectural Feature

Architectural Feature

Number

Active Loss Conditions Recorded

Action to be Taken

Architectural Feature

Number^ ActiveJ^^ssConditioris^ec^^

Column drums

Table

10.

Condition Survey Data
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3.3 Conclusions Suggested by the Survey
The survey of the
that

facade, columns, pilasters,

most of the conditions

windows and

entablature indicates

visible across the stone surface are inactive, in

many

areas

still

under a protective water repellent and/or consolidant treatment. Places where the
treatments are deteriorating follow the same locations where the stone has historically and
chronically weathered in the past.

•

•

points of the observed conditions are:

Elements exposed to the east and/or the south are more
actively suffering

•

The key

some degree of granular

The amount of deterioration conditions observed
moves higher up the buUding.

The

likely to

be

loss.

increases as one

portico columns and capitals are enduring loss by granular

from the outer face and undergoing blistering and cracking
of the epoxy resin preconsolidant film on the protected west face. The
dissolution

west face

is

also forming heavier

gypsum

crusts in sheltered areas

where deposition of pollutants occurs.

•

The composite patches

are ahnost

all failing at this

point.

No

longer

protected by the water repellent coating, they have turned yellow from

UV exposure, become brittle and are decaying through granular loss of
the marble dust matrix, and from stress cracks along the patches.

•

Window

details are beginning to sugar

exposed

profiles,

on the surface

at the

most

and protected window elements under the portico are

accumulating heavy soiling crusts. Additionally, the thicker composite
patching material on top of the

window

ledges which serve as water

run-off caps have begun cracking open and splitting, allowing water
access to the subsurface stone.

•

There are
interface
interface

stress cracks in 3 locations

which seem to be occurring

at the

between the treatment penetration and the stone, the treated
stone is lifting and separating from the untreated stone.
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TESTING AND ANALYSIS

5.1

Microscopic Examination: Bulk Sample and Cross Section
Following the Conditions Assessment Survey, a program of material analysis and

testing

was developed

to identify cause

and

effect relationships

between the deterioration

mechanisms observed from the survey and the physical properties of the marble and

its

treatments.

The
at the First

1

original outline for the thesis

had

identified three clear areas to

be focused on

Bank:

A Conditions Assessment

Survey was

critical.

Past studies of

Pennsylvania marble and buildings within Independence National
Historical Park had focused intensely

on

specific

conditions, but no comprehensive assessment

problems or

was incorporated

into the

research to bring the detailed analysis into a larger context.

2.

The focus of the research was to be the condition of the treatments as
much as it was to be the condition of the marble. In the 22 years since
were carried out, the collective memory of what had
been done where on the building had been lost. It was becoming
increasingly difficult for anyone to be able to understand how the
building was weathering over time; what was normal or acceptable,

the treatments

what was a cause
3.

for concern?

The question of the homogeneity of the marble used at the First Bank,
and how it determined the type of deterioration mechanisms was still in
need of further research.

Once

this baseline

information

was completed,

further research to determine the

degree to which previous treatments were beginning to have a harmful effect on the
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marble, and to evaluate what methods could be used to retreat

new

areas of active loss,

could be developed.

A series of samples was taken across the east facade and
National Park Service samples of First

Study collection

at

supplemented by three

Bank marble fragments from the

Architectural

Independence National Historical Park. The samples were taken from

areas where deterioration conditions were becoming active, and where small pieces of

stone were easily removed and recorded. Core samples were discussed as an option to

identify the

depth of penetration of the remaining treatments, but the decision was made

that such intrusive sampling

would

better guide later phases

of research

into retreatment

the stone for stabilization, or for the selective reduction of epoxy consolidant staining

on

the surface of the marble.

Bisyw/i top of "Otf.

Figure 39. Sampling Locations. July 1997. (For a larger version of this image see Appendix A)
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I

of

All

at

of the samples were examined

30x magnification

intact

under a stereo

zoom binocular microscope

analysis and
prior to preparing selected samples for cross sectional

thin sectional analyses.

carved upper molding. 30x magnification.
Figure 40. Sample 16, from the east entablature,

taken
The photomicrograph of Sample 16 shows the sample as
the large grain size visible even at

easUy separate fi-om each other.

entablature

was not

fi-om the

30x magnification. The grains are loosely bound and

On the

top surface

is

a soiling crust. This area of the

treated with the consolidant materials, but

with the protective water repellent

film.

would have been coated

Traces of the film remain below the crust, should

weathering or cleaning, the loosely
the crust and film be lost through natural

underneath would be very

fi-iable

Note

site.

bound

and erosion would occur through dissolution and

granular loss.
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grains

The next image. Sample
carved area of a column

capital.

21,

shows the heavily coated outside surface from a

This area of the stone would have been preconsolidated,

cleaned afterwards with hydro-silica pressure washing, and then a water repellent

protective film applied.

The marble

crystals are almost invisible beneath the coatings

and

the soiling, and the stone surface has been completely sealed.

Figure 4 1 Sample 2 1 Fourth column capital from south comer.
.

Sample
carving

19,

.

below

on a column

capital

exterior (top), surface

repellent)

still

is

shown

in

Top view of sample, 30x magnification.

two views. This piece of stone material from a

was almost completely detached. The photos show both

scroll

the

of the stone with the protective coatings (preconsolidant and water

in place, as well as the interior surface.

Towards

the perimeter of the

interior, the

darkened yellow halo indicates the approximate level of the preconsolidant

penetration.

The

closer to the interior

separated. While the treatments

failure or cracking

may

of the sample, the more the

calcite grains are easily

protect the outer surface of the stone, once areas of

permit water ingress, the deterioration process from the trapped
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to weaken the stone beneath the
moisture and the formation of gypsum crystals wiU begin

coated surface.

FLAKING

WATER REPELLENT

FILM

(PRE)CONSOLIDANT

Figure 42. Sample 19.

From the

north portico

column capital, west

fece.

Top surfece.30x

magnification.

tool for granular examination.30x magnification
Figure 43. Sample 19. Interior stone surfece with dental
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Once a
was

preliminary review of the samples

distilled into

was completed,

the sample collection

a testing program which utilized a range of chemical and microscopic

analyses of the marble and the treatments that would be representative of the locations of

the samples, architectural feature type, and the observed conditions

SAMPLE

of deterioration.

Cross sections were prepared by embedding the samples within a Bioplast^"^ a
polyester acrylic mounting resin, cutting and polishing the samples, and then examining

them

in reflected light

microscopy. Cross section examination revealed the stratigraphy of

the soiling, treatment films, stone surface, and stone interior could be examined.

Under higher magnification
sizes

and differences

in the

(50x), the stone continued to

show a range of grain

compactness (porosity) of the grains within the matrix. The

grain shapes themselves varied from angular to well rounded depending

had weathered. Fissures
particles or treatments

at the grain

on how much they

boundaries showed the paths where moisture, soiling

had penetrated into the stone. (Figure 43)

Foliation layers fissure?

ttirough whichi treatrnents

achieve penetration

Large crystal size apparent

Figure 44. Sample 23, cross section, from under the north

The areas sampled were often

lintel

of the portico. 50x magnification.

small portions of the stone that were detaching and

loosened prior to their removal during the Conditions Survey. These samples not only had
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a surface soiling layer, but also had accumulations of particles and/or crust formations

developing

at the point

of failure within the stone. (Figure 45)

Larg^ngular

crystals

16 detachment along
a subsurface
area of trapped particles
as created
sliation plane,

Mltfig

Figure 45. Sample 12, cross section from southernmost column capital. 50x magnification.

What was not

anticipated,

distinctive paint layers

(2-3),

was

that

some samples

underneath the surface soiling

in cross section

layer.

showed

Apparently multiple campaigns

of oflF-white colored paint or white wash were used to cover

earlier soiling layers

on

the capitals. There are no records in any reports, documents, or research studies, of any

features

of the marble facade ever having been painted. The samples

of painting came from the Architectural Study collection
Historical Park, and

from the

site

at

showed evidence

Independence National

during the survey in July of 1997.
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that

Chronologically, there are no historical photographs or written documentation that

provides evidence of a sudden, dramatic improvement

Therefore,

it

it

is

unknown

known when the

for

how

paint layers

of an

is

collection, accessioned in 1966,

fi-om the "top [capital]

is

soiling particles,

off- white paint (B).

most recent

soiling

nor

is

50x magnification.

is

seen in the bottom

a recessed area where soiling particles have collected (A).

is

,

of the column, north end",

50x magnification. The outer edge of the stone surface

comer, above which

of the

long the capitals were "protected" by a paint film

INHP Architectural

Sample 52800 (Figure 46)
at

the appearance of the capitals.

were removed during cleaning.

Figure 46 Sample 52800 from

viewed

in

left

On top

a wide band of white material and then two thinner, upper layers

The top

surface towards the right side of the photograph

is

the

and treatment layer (C), which has concealed and protected the paint

layers underneath.
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Figure 47. Sample 20, July 1997, from the west tace of the

first

portico

column

capital

from the south comer.

50x magnification

Sample 20

is

from the southernmost portico column collected

the stone surface where the sample

crystals are portions

was removed

is

in the left

of a white coating, followed by a

comer

in 1997.

(A).

The top of

Above

the stone

soiling layer with a consistent

depth(B). The same thick white layers as in sample 52800 then appear (C), but the

distinct

is

upper layers of paint film are not present, instead the

on top of the white band.

final

two

upper soiling crust (D)

With evidence presenting from current and
an opaque white surface

finish, i.e. paint,

of the building's

a return

history,

historic samples,

was applied

trip to the

to the capitals at

March of 1998,

was concluded

the building had recently been

of paint

that

one or more periods

portico with the use of a high- lift

inspect protected and recessed areas for other remnants

visit in

it

flakes.

was made

During the

washed by a morning

rain,

site

which

added a depth of color to the stone and allowed loose surface

soiling to

be easily wiped

was found on

(numbers

7,

off the stone. Evidence

the

two

pilaster capitals

8 from the

south comer), and four column capitals (numbers 3-6 from the south comer) of flakes

composed of multiple

layers

Figure 49.

of a

From the

paint film.

7"' pilaster capital

Arrows

Selective fragments

indicate

where

from the south comer, under the portico.
paint chips

were found

were removed from the stone and brought back

Architectural Conservation Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania.

fragments were identified as posessing 2-3 layers of a painted
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finish, all

to the

Some of the

of which were

to

either white or off-white.

The

soiling incrustation

above and below the paint

by sample, but the essential stratigraphy pattern was the same.

were found on other

architectural features (columns,

ashlar blocks), indicating that only the capitals

pilasters

were

at

No

films varied

other paint fragments

window trim, molding

details,

or

of the portico columns and the facade

one time painted.

The pigment

layers

were examined using a Nikon Alphaphot 2 microscope with

Episcopic-Fluorescence attachment

EF-D and

Darklite Illuminator and subjected to basic

chemical analysis. The purpose of the analysis was to try and identify the presence of
specific organic

and inorganic materials within the paint

layers. If identified these materials

could confirm the type of paint used, and possibly could serve as chronological "markers"

based on the knowledge of the historical use of certain paint ingredients.

The chemical

testing

was inconclusive when looking

for identification

zinc in the white pigment. There appeared to be a reaction with the

testing for a calcific white wash, but

it

was

difficult to

determine

influenced by the calcite in the marble. Further testing, with

possibly by using

FTIR may provide more

first

surface layer in

if the results

more

of lead or

were not

precise samples, and

detailed materials information about the

composition of these coatings.
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5.2 Chemical Analysis: x-ray

Powder

Diffraction Analysis

X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD) analysis of the Pennsylvania marble was used to
confirm the major and minor mineral composition, where detectable. The testing was also

done to examine the variance

in the levels

of calcite present

relative to

replacement

dolomite, and to identify mineral inclusions. Tests were conducted at the University of
Pennsylvania, Laboratory for the Research of Structure and Matter, on samples which

were selected based on differences

in deterioration patterns

observed, and on the location

of the architectural element where the sample was taken.

HSPV FIRST BANK
QuaitzPeak

Maniple 28

8ani(4e 27

sample l'^
sample 10

5

Figure 50.

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

XRD chart with plots from 5 samples superimposed, using the quartz peak as the standard "d" value to detemiine shifts in the
calcite peaks, indicating relatively

weak dolomitic replacement of calcite
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The composite

chart

shows the signature wavelength peak of the minerals within

the Pennsylvania marble tested.

The x-ray

diffraction patterns provide a

the crystalline patterns and can be further evaluated based

and the

specific minerals

The primary peak
graph formatted

relative shift in those

for calcite

in

is

peaks

in a

30.35 and for dolomite

is

on

the

method

known peak

to identify

values for

given sample.

28.96, relative to the scale of the

Figure 49 (one degree per second scan rate).

As

the peaks shift from

sample to sample, the direction of their movement higher or lower along the scale
indication

of a more or

is

an

less dolomitic marble.

HSPV FIRST BANK

Figure 51.

XRD Graph for Sample 20.

Higher levels of quartz, lower levels of calcite.

Sample 20 seems to be an aberration, showing an unusually high
and a lower

level

is

in

of quartz

of calcite by comparison with the other samples. Altogether, however,

the narrowness of the peak variation indicates a chemically

which

level

agreement with Lewin's assessment

in his

the grain structure and orientation have resulted in an
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homogeneous

calcite marble,

1981 report. Geologically, however,

inhomogeneous marble. The two

methods of analysis do not present contradictory

results, but rather, elucidate the

more

problematic physical properties of the stone.

The following minerals were

some of which could be confirmed
MINERAL

identified

through analysis of the

visually in thin section:

XRD peak patterns,

5.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy

is

(SEM)

an analytical tool

useflil for

confirming the

presence and condition of previous treatments, and for visually assessing the three
dimensional form of the stone microstructure under high magnification.

The documentation of the treatments applied

in

1974-1975 thoroughly detailed the

formulations, locations, and methods of applying composite patches, consoiidant, and

water repellent. The rectified photography and Conditions Assessment Survey recorded
the performance and deterioration of these treatments as evidenced by their presence

the stone surface.

surface,

To

visualize the treatments within the stone crystals

and on

on

their

and to evaluate the effectiveness of the remaining treatments, three samples were

examined under SEM.

Figure 52. Sample 5799,

NPS

Architectural Archives.

Untreated, weathered grains (A), surface etching (B), platy clusters of gypsum crystals (C). lOOOx magnification
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Figure 53. Sample 5799,

NPS

rounded grains,
Architectural Archives. Untreated, weathered,

4,000x magnification.

Figures 50 and 51 above, are

SEM photographs of an archival untreated

sample,

provide a baseline visual reference for the
chosen to act as a "control" sample that would
treatment campaigns of 1974-1975.
condition of the marble prior to the cleaning and

although
sample was entered into the archives in 1966,
specifically the stone

detached fi-om the building.
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it

is

unknown what

date

The

Figure 54. Sample 52800.

on the

left

NPS

Architectural Archives.

indicates soiling particles
visible

on top of the

The green arrows

The

archival sample with

film, the red

arrow on the

indicate paint film coating

known

right notes a

gypsum

paint flakes under a soiled surfece.

gap

crystals

in the paint film

The

where the stone

red arrow

crystals are

3,000x magnification

Figure 55. Sample 19. The sample shows evidence of the (pre)consolidant which did not penetrate but rather puddled on the surface red
(

arrows), and the water repellent treatment as a flaking film (by example within the green rectangles) lOOx magnification
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Figure 56. Sample 19.

A higher magnification of the same area of the sample showing the epoxy resin
(red arrows),

heavily coating the sur&ce particles

and the water repellent film (green arrow). 200x magnification.

,^'3<-^^m
Figure S7. Sample 19. fhe epoxy resin at lOOOx magnification, stone crystals are barely discemable under the thick resin coating.
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Samples 52800 and

1

9,

with treatment coatings on the stone surface display a

dramatically different surface appearance then the untreated stone, even at lower levels of
magnification. For sample 19,

it

particularly astonishing

is

when one

realizes that these are

treatments that are showing minimal weathering stress after 22 years of exposure.

The

historic

sample (52800) with the paint

the paint film(s) being applied, there

much of the

stone surface, which

is

a visible formation of gypsum crystals across

consistent with the presence of the

the untreated sample.

The image

function of the paint

as a cosmetic,

-

was

film(s) appears to indicate that prior to

also clearly reinforces the dual,

opaque

gypsum

on

crystals

though unintended,

film to conceal the soiling,

and as a crude

consolidant to protect the stone surface.

Sample 19 was one of the

first

microscopy section, and given that
magnification,

surface.

The

it is

images included

bulk sample section of the

in the

this treatment application is visible at

not entirely a surprise to discover the dense coating

30X

on

the stone

pattern of the resin "puddles" clearly demonstrates the problems with

viscosity and

poor depth of penetration which occurred

(pre)consolidant

was

applied, areas

at the

time of treatment.

of the stone which were sealed with

were not able to de penetrated and the consolidant collected

The samples examined under

dirt

and

When

the

soiling

preferentially at the surface.

SEM provide a minimum baseline of information

regarding the stone surface before and after treatment. There

is

no representation,

at this

point in time, of an area that had a cleaner stone surface and achieved better penetration of

the

epoxy

resin,

to deteriorate

or of an area (such as the column

flutes),

where the surface

and lose grains of marble as an active loss condition.
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film has

begun

5.4 Microscopic Examination: Thin Section Analysis
the
Thin sections of selected samples were prepared and examined to determine

used at the First
mineral composition and crystalline structure of the Pennsylvania marble

Bank.

The samples were observed under

reflected, polarized,

and cross polarized

25x and lOOx magnification with a Zeiss Axiophot microscope. In evaluating
structure across the range

inhomogeneous grain

of samples,

it

was determined

structure, with variable levels

that the marble has

light at

the crystal

an

of inclusions, open cracks around the

grain boundaries; and fissures, or foliation separations

which cross grain boundaries. This

that variations
inhomogeneity occurs within a sample, or between samples, and indicates

quarry bed which occurred
within the stone are not in the magnitude of changes within the
a few inches or less from
a few feet from each other, but typicaUy are separated by only

each other.

conform with the

Inclusions in the dominant matrix either

calcite crystals, or are at

calcite crystals.

These

an angle which

is

in

axial direction

of the

opposition to the direction of the of the

inclusions, in particular,

wUl create

stress within the stone during

absorbed into the stone due to
thermal expansion. Inclusions wiU also attract water once
irregular openings

which occur between the inclusion and the surrounding
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calcite crystals.

ff

IWfca

mclusion

separaUtigaf!^ creating-

'

^'-^

>'^,

Figure 58. Sample 24, mica inclusion, separation creating stress within the stone and open fissures

where water can be captured. Viewed

To

at

lOOx magnification under cross polarized

light.

attempt to objectively associate the crystalline structure observed in the thin

section samples with the weathering characteristics observed

on the

stones, a structural

matrix was developed to classify the crystalline structure within a schematic which ranges

from

1

to 12.

Samples which had

tight interlocking grains,

dominant mineral, and with minimal or no inclusions were

of a uniform

classified in the

Samples which showed advanced stages of dissolution with nearly
crystal grains,

were

which vary

classified as "12".

in size,

The

and

chart

in the

size,

of one

"1" category.

total separation

amount of dtflferent minerals and

below summarizes the samples as

category definitions which follow:
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classified

of the

inclusions,

by the

CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR
ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION
Category

Figure 59. Sample 18, classified as Category

1, at

25x magnification,

cross polarized light.

cross polarized light
Kigure 60. Sample 25, classified as Category 3, at lOOx magnification,
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stained to indicate calcite, at 25x magnification, cross polarized
Figure 61 Sample 10 classified as Category 4. This sample has been

light.

.

magnification, cross polarized
Figure 62. Sample 12, classified as Category 7, at lOOx

The range of the sampling must be considered
within the examination of the thin sections.

in the context

light.

of the

Any sampling methodology

results obtained

should have as the

representative of the
primary objective, that the locations and quantity of the samples are

entire fabric. Since

stone, they

most of these samples were taken from deterioration areas of the

do not document the fuU range of the

10

crystalline structure

of the Pennsylvania

marble.

areas of the building in excellent condition, have not been sampled. While the

The

classification

system remains

would be

into the categories

valid, the

altered if the sample range had extended outside

of weathered and deteriorated

Figure 63 Sample
.

1

proportions of the number of samples which

fall

of the focus

stone.

7 classified as Category 8, this sample stained for calcite, at

I

OOx magnification,

cross polarized light.

Figure 64. Sample 15 classified as category 12, at 25x magnification, cross polarized light
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If

it

is

possible to devise a crystalline structure classification system based

objective, empirical observation, the follow

to evaluate and explain

Sample

1

phenomenon

up question becomes

related to stone

-

Does

on

the system help

and treatment weathering?

2 was photographed in both thin and cross section (Figures 44, 60) and

was taken from the southernmost column

capital.

Exposed

to the predominant rain

wind weathering patterns (which come up from the southeast),

prior to coatings

and

on the

stone from painting and treatment, the marble would be expected to deteriorate primarily

due to dissolution of the grain
section, within

Category

7,

to grain boundaries. This evidence

is

represented in thin

and confirms the hypothesized poor grain to grain bonding of

the marble at this sampling location.

What could be

further suggested

is

that the

consolidant and water repellent treatments effectively added cohesive strength between the

grains, but that differential stresses in the stone are

now beginning

to

show

signs of

creating fissures and separations that will manifest in detachment of the stone irregardless

of the grain to grain cohesive strength imparted by the

Some samples appear
different locations across the

in

resin.

more then one category. Multiple photographs from

sample indicate a change

structure within the sample (#19). This variance

may

in the

appearance of the grain

be partly due to protected (beneath

or within the consolidated area) vs. unprotected (outside the level of penetration of the

consolidant), sections

Samples
structures,

1

5

of the sample prior to removal or

and

1

8 span the range from poorest to

and yet they are both from the same column

north side while sample

1

failure at the interface.

8

is

from the south

side.
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among

capital.

The north

the better crystalline

Sample 15

side being the

is

from the

more shekered

direction

from the weathering elements of wind and

rain,

it

would be expected

to

demonstrate a more cohesive grain structure. The north side sample (15) was ah-eady
detaching

when removed from the

site,

while the south side sample (18)

under a heavy consolidant crust, which would

Sample

6,

one of the best rated

oflFset

any benefits

crystalline structures,

stone with a protective layer (in this case a composite patch)

was protected

intrinsic to location.

was

also a case

where marble

was removed during

sampling. These comparisons between the crystalline structures,

when

the

evaluated in context

with the treatments present and despite prevailing weathering patterns, confirm the
conditions observed in several locations where the treated stone, to the depth of

penetration of the (pre)consolidant remains in

fracturing and detachment are occurring

By
results in

good condition but beyond

that depth,

due to thermal expansion stresses

integrating thin section analysis into a testing

at the interface.

program and associating the

an applied methodology, the thin section microscopy served as a confirmation

and diagnostic tool for the observed conditions of the deterioration stone.
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5.5 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Confirmation tests using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy were performed

on the

bird repellent chemical treatment applied to the top

capitals underneath the portico,

of the window

lintels

and

and on the fluorocarbon water repellent film used on

all

of

the architectural features.

The formula

NPS

archives'^

,

the

for the water repellent film

cited in

FTIR testing was run to confirm that

was not deviated from on
The

was

the job

bird repellent treatment

surface.

is

was

acrylic additive

applied in the mid 1980's (approximate date

Known as

A letter fi-om the makers of the brand name "Hot

a "Hot Foot" treatment,

is

easily

Foot" treatment compoxmd

removed with acetone, and

states that there

is

nothing in

product which would create the run-down staining seen on some elements under the

portico of the building.

FTIR confirmed

scraped fi"om one of the

found

^^

documented

applied along a ledge surface which creates an uncomfortable roosting

states that the treatment

their

the

site.

according to the Historical Architects office at INHP).
the product

numerous reports within the

in the

window

a poly-isobutylene group in a soiling sample

lintels as similar to

one of the chemical components

type of "Hot Foot" treatment used.

Penny Batcheler, Historic Structures Report,

1

98

1 ,

Appendices.
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Figure 65.

FTIR Spectrum

«flA

rspellanl

»20)

for the bird repellent treatment

As a confirmation tool FTIR was used
additive in the water repeUent film found

reports in the

NPS

archives,

410.0

1000

^n™

3000

11

on

on top of til«i second story window

to verify, the presence

lintel.

of an

acrylic

the marble. Documentation through job site

whose
and the unpubUshed Gauri paper mention the additive,

purpose was partly to enhance the

UV protection of the film over the epoxy based

match to the Acryloid
composite patches. The Ubrary matching spectra are an acceptable

B-66 written

in the reports.

15
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Date;
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Scans 32
Resolution: 8

000

Figure 66.

MonAprOe

FTIR plotted

full

spectnim for flakes of the wato- repellent film.
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Figure 67.

FTIR

approximate pattern match.
Analysis of spectrum and database search results for an
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5.6 Presence of Salts

Material testing of the Pennsylvania marble from the First

Bank was

restricted to

those tests which could be performed or adapted to the existing archival samples or those

taken during the survey

in July

of 1997. Samples of a large enough dimension

standard masonry properties testing could only be executed

drilled. If core

if

new

for

many

core samples were

samples were taken, such an invasive sampling method would have had to

be utilized judiciously. Because the scope of this thesis was focused on assessing existing
conditions of the marble and of the previous treatments, and would not be able to be

extended to include any evaluations of methods of intervention, retreatment or
removal/cleaning of previous treatments,

taken

it

was decided

that core samples should not be

at this time.

In order to extract as

much

information as possible out of the materials at hand, six

samples were selected for modified testing of Water Absorption and Qualitative Analysis

of Water-Soluble Salts and Carbonates.^^

Both

tests

would be

some of the procedures

essentially nondestructive to the samples,

and by modifying

additional information could be obtained about past

and present

samples from
properties of the stone. Three of the samples selected were archival core

1975 which were used by Harold Heller of the Franklin
penetration of the treatments. Sample 3530-1

Institute to

check the depth of

was a core sample with

the consolidant,

sample 3530-2 was a core sample which had been heated to darken the epoxy, and sample

^*

Marie Teutonico,
Tests modified from "'A Laboratory Manual for Architectural Conservators". Jeanne
Appendix
C.
procedures
see
ICCROM, Rome 1988. For specific
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3530-3 was a core sample with no consolidant due to the
portion of the core. With these three samples, three

the sample

is

heavily coated with the consolidant).

more

fact that

it

was only

the inner

including Sample 21 (one side of

Sample 52800 archival (untreated), and

Sample 52799 archival (untreated), were added. The goals of the study were to compare
the water absorption properties

of the three core samples, which were

to have a denser crystalline structure; with the

larger

and appeared

one new sample heavily coated with a

treatment on one side, and the two untreated archival samples. Also, by segregating the

samples so that the

new and

untreated archival samples were in a separate dish, after the

water absorption period had ended, the remaining water could then be tested for traces of
water-soluble

(apprx.),

salts.

Since the archival samples had been in the collection since 1996

whatever soiling or crusts were on the stone would

still

contain their pollutant

compounds.

The

salts tested for

were: sulfates (SO4), chlorides (CI), and

water that the samples had soaked
but to serve as the control.

in

Through

occurs indicating the presence of the

The water showed

there

was

fianneled into 4 test tubes,

one not

to be

used

the addition of appropriate chemicals, a reaction

salts in the water.

was a presence of sulfates and

chlorides, but did not have

a positive reaction for any nitrates. Additionally the water from both dishes

the beginning and at the end of the water absorption test for

conductivity using an

(NO2). The

nitrites

Omega PHH-60MS/PHH-60TDS

accuracy ±0.01, Conductivity accuracy ±

2% of span)
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pH

and

in the

was

tested at

beginning for

pH/Conductivity meter. (pH

Samples

Sample

metamoq?hic

for convincing

The

is

not substantial enough to

aUow

performance parameters to be analyzed.

variation

of absorption calculated
of the core samples

difference in the structure

determined whether

it

was more a

properties in the stone.

dissolution

of absorption

crystalline structure, the rate

of grain

As a

relative to the surface area

that effects porosity.

It

show a

could not be

function of the treatment present or of inherent physical

fiinction

of time and the net

effects

of moisture on the

time spans where the water

crystals, information regarding the

is

absorbed the fastest and when the greatest amount of evaporation occurs does provide
critical

timing phases related to the stones ability to adjust to changes in climatic

conditions. Finally, while the consolidant effectively reduces the

amount of water

absorbed, the period of absorption and the subsequent evaporation occur over an extended
length of time. Depending

on the climate and temperature, cumulative

levels

of moisture

and the associated problems of freeze/thaw cycles could continuously entrap moisture
the consolidated stone without having the

amount of time needed

in

for the moisture to

evacuate the stone before the next weathering cycle.

5.8

In Situ:

RILEM Tube Method

Water absorption

tests

with

measured over a 4-5 hour period

RILEM tubes (Standardized RILEM Test 4.1)

in the fall

of 1997

at

conducted during a mild, cloudy day with the aid of a
locations

was

28 locations. The
high-lift.

dictated by the decision to use the round
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tests

were

were

The number of test

of tests as preliminary indicators

across the entire facade. Also,

all tests

that the atmospheric conditions

RILEM tubes were
caulking, the tube

were to be conducted within a

and ambient moisture

in the

marble would be consistent.

secured to the masonry with "Mortight" flexible adhesive

was then slowly

filled

with water avoiding the forming of air pockets or

bubbles, and the absorption of the water into the marble stone

minute period of exposure.

On vertical

used, for horizontal surfaces an upright

RILEM tube was not

single afternoon so

surfaces a

was measured

RILEM tube

RILEM tube was used.

after a 5

with a 90 degree bend was
Instances where the

able to be secured to the surface due to previous treatment films or

coatings or where irregular stone surfaces fi-om weathering prevented complete bonding

with the surface are noted in the data table as such.

(6

of the 9 horizontal

locations,

and 2 of the 19

vertical locations attempted

were

unable to be measured due to poor bonding of the Mortight with the surface.)

OBSERVATIONS

:

The nature of the shape and adhesion requirements of the

1

RILEM

tube

prevented the testing of complicated carved features and areas in relief These areas

have the potential to record some of the highest

levels

of water absorption due to the

weathering patterns visible on the stone, and the frequency of which these areas have

once again begun sugaring, losing grain to grain cohesion.
2.

still

present

effective

Most
on

vertical surfaces tested

the stone.

The treatment

bond of the Mortight and

at

showed
film

most
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visible

evidence of prior treatments

on these surfaces did not prevent an

testing locations moisture rings could be

observed forming outward from the diameter of the

RILEM tube base during the

5

minute period.

3.

Horizontal surfaces like ledges,

window

lintel

tops and capital tops were

treated with composite patching material and consolidant to create water run-ofifs.

stone in these locations

was positioned with

The

the bedding plane parallel to the surface

and past deterioration created irregular delaminated patterns. At the 3 successful
testing locations, the rates

of absorption were comparable with the

rates

of vertical

surfaces.

4.

Not enough testing

locations of the ashlar stone with the bedding plane

perpendicular to the surface were tested to determine the difference in water

absorption rates from ashlar and carved stone where the bedding plane

The

was

4.7

noticeable aberration in the absorption rates

mm. over

of the entablature edge,

edge

of the stone are

parallel to the surface

was secured

layers through

testing location

22 whose

result

the 5 minute period, over six times faster then the next highest rate.

location, a front

tube

is

is parallel.

profile

is

The

an area where the bedding planes

of the ledge. At the

profile

edge where the

RILEM

the deterioration pattern visible indicates a separation of the bedding

which the water can

would be expected

easily pass.

Being a

to suffer harsher weathering

profile

due to the

of the

effects

stone, the location

of water

run-ofiF,

wind

and freeze thaw cycles, creating the opening between the bedding layers of the stone.
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Other

profile

edges were sought to include with

immediate area, no other profiles wide enough and

accommodate

the

RILEM tube could be

If the nature

circulation pattern

tests

of the

would only confirm

that

it

a

however

good enough condition

in the

to

located for testing.

crystalline structure

of the water once

in

this testing cycle,

of the stone does not permit a wider

penetrates the surface, then the water absorption

which can be discerned fi-om the

visible

evidence of

deterioration patterns.

Since the stone has been treated does that correlation

still

hold true? Did the

treatments achieve comparable or better penetration at the profiles then at vertical or

horizontal surfaces? Is the success of the depth of penetration offset by the heavy

weathering of these areas causing a

typical

of other areas of the stone?

stone structure or

is it

now more

much

faster rate

Is the rate

of failure of the treatments then

of absorption

still

a characterization of the

representative of the remaining treatments?
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is

Figure 68. Location of RILEM tube in

Test

situ

absorption

tests.

5.9

Summary of Laboratory Test
•

The marble of the

First

Bank

is

unusually high levels of quartz.

Results and Visual Observations

mainly

calcitic but in

Its crystalline

some cases contains

micro structure

is

due to

variable

a wide range in crystal sizes and loss of cohesion at the grain to grain

boundaries.

The

irregular microstructure

and the presence of minor elements such

as phlogopite, orthoclase, muscovite and

biotite influences the location

cracks will form in the stone. The inclusions

when embedded

where

directionally

contrary to the grain structure of the dominant calcite will create stress

zone of foliation, separating the stone with through cracks that

will

at

the

cause

cleavage irrespective of the grain boundaries.

•

The

variations loss

of cohesion

at the grain to grain

boundaries

is

aggravated

by weathering in a polluted atmosphere and are reflected in the water
absorption tests conducted in the laboratory, with results ranging from
to

0.28%

0.73% g/cm^

There

is

a direct cause and effect relationship between the marble

microstructure and patterns of deterioration observed at the First Bank. In

many

cases the orientation of the foliation planes relative to the position of the

stone (perpendicular vs. parallel), will determine the type (granular loss vs.

detachment), and degree of loss exhibited by the stone.

"Flaking" of the marble surface, though seen

Pennsylvania marble,

is

at

other buildings constructed of

not currently observed at the First Bank. This

attributed to the protection and consolidation

still

may be

being afforded by the

treatments from 1974-1975.

FTIR

of the fluorocarbon water repellent
the presence of an acrylic resin as an additive; documented
analysis offtakes

reports at the

INHP

archives.

FTIR

of the

stains resulting

analysis

film confirmed
in the

job

site

from the application of the bird
of a poly-isobutylene, one of the

repellent treatment confirmed the presence

ingredients in the formulation used.

In situ water absorption with the
effectiveness

RILEM tube

demonstrated the continued

of the existing treatments. (Water absorption rings were common
RILEM tube on the stone surface

emanating out from around the base of the
as

opposed to water deeply penetrating
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into the stone).

Absorption rates

showed no extreme variables across the facade and features except for those
areas where the treatments were deteriorating exposing fresh stone.

The patching

material used in

1

974- 1 975 intervention, based on an epoxy

resin, has yellowed where the water repellent coating with a

film

was not

applied incorrectly or has been

UV protectant

lost.

The presence of traces of 2-3 layers of paint on some marble samples from a
capital which was confirmed by in situ examination of the columns and
pilasters confirm that painting campaigns must have occurred at some date
prior to 1960, of which no written records exist.

The apparent presence of cerussite (PbCOs) on some columns, which could be
due to the attack by acid air pollutants of the lead bird deterrent trays on top of
the columns, and leaching

needs

down

fixrther analysis to trace

The treatments applied

in

the stone, or due to residues of the paint,

the original source.

1974-1975 appear to have changed the weathering

of the stone, which no longer flakes, as observed by Feddema
study on air pollution effects on Pennsylvania marble weathering.

characteristics
his
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in

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Synthesis of

The
itself;

As a

how

was

building,

it

Previous Analysis

Bank of the United

First

it

New and

built,

the purposes

States has

using then

its

One

is

the story of the bank

place in our architectural history.

helped define the early architectural style of the federal government and of

It is

new

legacies.

has served, and

it

banks as public buildings. The second
conservation.

two

an early example

is in

in the

the recent past of the field of architectural

United States of a building which was conserved

technologies in cleaning, consolidation and repair methodologies in a

single intervention.

After the

color due to

entire

first

blush of success,

when

the 1974-1975 treatments began to change

UV exposure, and the appearance of the building became compromised, the

campaign was written off as a

earlier, less successfial projects

failure.

The

still

Bank became known

as one of the

by Gauri using an epoxy resin consolidant treatment, and

"Dekosit 11" formulation patching materials. As

Bank was

First

described by Charles Selwitz:
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late as

1992, the campaign at the First

His [Gauri] studies have led to procedures most suitable for the consolidation of large
surface areas, and from the early 1970s Gauri has directed the consolidation phase of a

number of building restorations. One of the first projects undertaken did not go well Bank building in Philadelphia. The structure was clad in marble that had
developed a hard gypsum crust on surfaces that were protected from the rain. The resin
interacted with the gypsum and did not penetrate the stone. In areas where the gypsum
had washed away, good consolidation was achieved. However, in 1991, his other
projects were generally standing up well and showing little or no further deterioration.'**
the U.S. [First]

Unpublished as a case study, the entire conservation methodology and results were
never presented to the

field for

other conservators to learn irom as one of the pioneering

architectural marble treatment projects during the 1970s.

As

the

initial

praises

were silenced by harsh

criticisms

and faced with more

pressing masonry problems at the Second Bank, Merchants' Exchange, and other

buildings within Independence National Historical Park, and the fact that no obsolete

deterioration conditions

were observed or became

active, the

NPS

followed the

first

dictum of conservation, the "do nothing option" for the next 22 years; other than the

Lewin study which was completed
matured

in its treated

in 1984. Essentially the First

Bank has awkwardly

appearance through benign neglect.

While the aesthetics of the preservation treatments have been considered a
disappointment almost before the scaffolding was removed fi^om the facade in 1975, no
structural failures or dramatic losses

of pieces of the marble have occurred since

study has attempted to sort out the perceptions fi-om the

reality,

then. This

and to objectively assess

the condition of the treated marble, and the treatments themselves. Every year increasing

numbers of previously treated buildings

'"

will

reach a point where a conservation

Charles Selwitz. "Epoxy resins in Stone Conservation" (The Getty Conservation
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Institute, 1992): 79.

intervention

may be

required, yet

little

research

is

focusing on evaluating previous

treatments and their retreatability.

Previous research of Pennsylvania marble has largely focused on mechanisms of
deterioration,

and

how they may be

on the

arrested. In all cases, the studies are based

assumption that the marble has never been treated. The Conditions Assessment Survey

and the analytical methods used to evaluate the stone and the treatments
long

way

to providing a focus onto critical areas

study go a

in this

of the building where the treatments and

the marble are showing signs of current or imminent loss. This study demonstrates the

need to support additional research for monitoring current conditions, and assessing the

methods

available for retreating the marble that are compatible with the stone

and

their

existing treatments.

6.2 Specific

1

.

The

First

Recommendations

Bank

east facade.

Second Bank and Merchants Exchange are

works of architecture within Independence National

historic

all

important

Historical Park

constructed of Pennsylvania marble. Future research should integrate the materials
analysis

and treatment options

into a

compendium

that has applications for

all

three

buildings while respecting the individual preservation circumstances unique to each
structure. Small core samples

testing

of each building should be taken and used for laboratory

of physical properties, mineralogical and petrographic

studies, retreatment

assessment, and to evaluate the range of differences in the marble between the
buildings. Individual research projects for each building
analysis, or as funding limitations affect the

be required for detailed

scope of a project's specifications. The

overall goal, however, should be to integrate
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may

and extend analysis as may be

usefiil to

provide a comprehensive base of materials research, and material and treatment

2.

performance

tests.

Areas of the

First

Bank which

are flagged by the conditions survey as having active

deterioration should be monitored, and in situ testing of methods of retreating the

marble should be

how to

3.

initiated.

repair, retreat, or

Some of the

faces of the

Testing and analysis should also be conducted to determine

remove the

column and

failing

composite patches.

pilaster capitals are

return, their features barely representative

approaching a point of no

of the original carved

details.

An active

process of preparing for replacement should be initiated to include making molds of
the original capitals, or resourcing marble which could be used to carve suitable

replacements

4.

in the future.

The phrase "Maintenance
with technicians trained
limited

5.

It

is

Preservation" needs to be adopted as a fimded mandate,

in the practices

of masonry preservation. All treatments have a

life.

should be recognized that although funding

may be

available

(regionally, nationally, or internationally); that the applicability

from various sources
of any research may be

regional due to the limited use of Pennsylvania marble as a building stone.

simply put, the

NPS

needs to provide leadership and support to program resources for

the research of Pennsylvania marble. There

owned

More

may be

instances

when

other private or city

buildings of Pennsylvania marble undergo restoration and the

NPS

should

attempt to develop these opportunities to broaden the research of Pennsylvania
marble, realizing that such information

will, in time,

structures.
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prove invaluable for

their

own

6.

A Conditions Assessment

Survey of the Second Bank and the Merchants' Exchange

should be given a high priority as well as temporary stabilization testing, cleaning and
treatment of badly deteriorated marble along the Walnut

St.

and 3rd

St.

facades of the

Merchants' Exchange.

6.3 Future Research

The

First

Bank has provided an opportunity

to develop a

methodology

for

performing a Conditions Assessment Survey to serve as a model for future preservation
initiatives at

Independence National Historical Park.

It

also has raised old

and new

questions which challenge our assumptions about marble deterioration and appropriate
treatments.

Which

physical properties of Pennsylvania marble hold true despite variations in

chemical composition and crystalline structure? What
marble, and what affects this rate?

what point

in

a treatment's

life

is

How does treatment

span

is

it

failing

the rate of decay of Pennsylvania

performance affect weathering? At

and causing damage? What nondestructive

techniques can be applied in situ to provide additional material and structural analysis?

It

would be

fitting, if the First

Bank continues

to mirror

the first bank of the United States and remains the oldest bank

its

still

nom de plume,
surviving.

It

it

was

was one

of they?r^/ buildings restored by the National Park Service when Independence National
Historical Park

was

created.

one of the first buildings
intervention in

1

It

in the

was

the Jirst Visitor's Center to the park.

The bank was

United States to undergo such an extensive conservation

974- 1975.
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It is

now one of the first

to evaluate stone

buildings in the park thoroughly

and treatment conditions.

Much of the

documented and studied

research and testing has been

preliminary given limitations of time and financial resources, but the level of sophistication

and analysis available, and the understanding of materials degradation
conservation has vastly improved in the

last

20

years. Conservation

in architectural

and preservation

planning in the appropriate context, directed towards answering the needs of the proper
questions, with the support of an interdisciplinary team, and applied with an awareness of

our

limitations, will insure that the First

As

standing as America's oldest bank.

the National Park Service offices prepare to vacate the building at the

millenium for

new

offices at the Merchants'

reevaluate the First Bank.

been, the building

in

Bank remains

1974-75.

is in

Exchange there

is

A chance to appreciate the fact that,

much

the opportunity to

flawed though

better condition today treated, than if nothing

A challenge to reinterpret

exterior with a material history

all

it

may have

had been done

the building, and the original marble facade

of its own, and a preservation story to
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tell.

of the

.rfj'V!

APPENDIX A
SAMPLE LOCATIONS
1

Taken from

the

3"*

portico

column from the south comer, southwest side of the
An area with a loss of masonry surface exposing a

column, 62" up from the base.
lower area of untreated

2.

The northernmost

(?)

marble with sugaring grains.

portico column, an exposed area of masonry at a horizontal

drum

seam. Appears to be a loss of composite repair and consolidant/water repellent

The sample includes marble grains plus treatments and was taken from a
41"
location
up from the portico floor.

treatments.

3.

The base of the

1^ pilaster

column from the south comer, with

flaking layers

of

consolidant/water repellent treatments and untreated stone.

4.

The base of the
in

5.

sample

From

2"''

pilaster

column from the south comer with

similar flaking layers as

3.

the north jamb face

masonry carved trim of the

central

doorway. Severe

cracking and beginning areas of delamination of the treated surface areas from the
untreated lower stone strata. Sample area

is

40" up from the portico

6.

The square base under the 2"** portico column from the south comer,
base. Sample is a detaching piece of composite repair.

7.

The top of the

8.

Northernmost portico column

east side

of the

of the second lower window from the south comer, large through
cracks of a built-up composite protective layer put on top of the original stone.

capital.

9.

floor.

lintel

capital,

carved leaf top area on the west side of the

Sample includes a piece of soiling

treatment layers and marble.
8""

from the south comer,
wdth severe crack, a portion of which the gap in the crack is wide enough

Northernmost
carved detail

dirt,

pilaster

column

capital

under the portico,

to see through.

10.

Delaminating layers of stone from underneath the north side portico facade
entablature/lintel.
still

11

evident

Samples are of thin layers of stone with consolidant/water repellent

on the

face

of the stone

layer.

A dirt/soiling area sample of black material caked on top of the
window from the south comer.
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lintel

of the

3'

upper

12.

The south

of the

side

first

portico

column

capital

from the south comer, capital

of carving with peeling delamination of the consolidated

layer,

detail

with exposed sugaring

marble.

13.

From

column

the northernmost pilaster

face, a gray

upper layer composite patch, and

yellowish lower layer.

14.

Northernmost

15.

The

3"*

16.

The

east entablature

pilaster

column

column

capital,

face, flaking film

on top of Sample

13 composite patch.

north side, detached stone with soiling layer.

fi-ont,

above the

2"''

column

fi-om the north

comer, upper carving

detail.

1

7. Pilaster flute

18.

The

edge,

third portico

S"* pilaster

column

fi-om the south

fi-om the south

comer.

comer, south

face, consolidant/crust

on

large

carved leaf ...gypsum crust?

19.

Approximately 3 grams detached from the 1^ portico column, west

20.

Sample from the west face of the southernmost column

capital,

face.

southwest comer near

the top of the capital.

21. Hi-lift crash into the

22.

4"'

column

capital,

southwest comer near the top of the

A mineral band along a detachment fault of marble,

capital.

south side inside portico

entablature.

23.

Undemeath

the north side portico entablature/lintel, delamination flakes.

National Park Service Architectural Study Collection samples:

No. 3530-1

Column core sample,

No. 3530-2

Column core

No. 3530-3

Column core sample,

No. 52799

Comer

No. 52900

Top of #1 column,

No. 52802

Fragments found lying loose on portico

treated

sample, treated

pilaster

inner portion, untreated

south end, detached pilaster

flutes,

entered coUection 1966

north end, 1966
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floor,

August

1

974.
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APPENDIX B
CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT SURVEY
As a component of this
photographs taken

research a set of drawings

in June,

is

being created based on

new

rectified

1997; and a survey of conditions recorded between July and

August 1997.

The photographs were taken with 35mm black and white film and processed onto Kodak
Photo CD's. The images were printed out and the survey was recorded on acetate sleeves.
The digital images, survey sheets and final drawings will be archived at Independence
National Historical Park, with a second set of drawings deposited with the Architectural

Conservation Laboratory

at the University

format and digitally as

AutoCAD

To process the survey
software was used:

into a

Adobe PhotoShop

of Pennsylvania, (In both a plotted hard copy

files).

computer imaging and database application the following

4.0

AutoCAD Release 14
AutoCAD Map 2.0
Due

to size limitations in this

of the conditions
appendix. For

me

in

document and

the difficulty in reading the graphic symbols

such a small format, a representation of drawings

detailed research

and information the

should be used.
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